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“THERE IS NO DEATH 
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free Ktodcryarten which wae sustained r/y ,Mpirit>ja>- 

Mm Mr. Bill bad known Mr, Coleman for a dozen 

mms or more, and he earnestly desireo d.at he (Mr, 
and no other should speak at hU funeral 

l<0antton. Mr, Coleman hesitated at first as he 

I irt «v«r officiated to this capacity and was doubi
nd ftf Id* competency therefor, but he firally con-I 

■tort-—Ewroa.]

■ Asimpired *eer has said; "Death is >/ut a kind 

art vdcome servant that unlocks with noiseless 

** .lie'« Sower-encircled door to show us those 
L«s tove,*' Strictly speaking, there is no death, 
■fertals death does not exist anywhere ia the uai-l 
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of life bolow and extraneous to himself that there is I periences of the units are essential to the perfection 
little difficulty in perceiving that he is a distinct 
spiritual entity enshrined for the time orjstate, being 
in a dense and solidified form suited to the conditions 
of a physical earth. But what do we really know of 
the true man encased within the physical organic 
structure? What can we know except by revelation? 
And how can there be a revelation without revelatorsP 
It is very true that the “dwellers upon the threshold” 
cannot reveal much, because they have not much to I 
reveal, being but little in advance of ourselves. Yet I the plan of the infinite wisdom and love. Sil 
the spiritualistic research and phenomena of our own I true self-consciousne38 of the human principle be 
day and times can be produced to testify that they 
have been able to demonstrate the continuity of the 
human self-conscious principle of life beyond the 
change we call death—for so-called death is discov
ered to be the very gate of life.

But there are other beings who have gained super
nal knowledge by experiences in more interior 
states and spheres; and these, as conditions of re
ception are afforded, impart of their wisdom and 
knowledge to enlighten us upon some of the hereto
fore tabulated mysteries. These ministrants who 
reveal the secrets of the great beyond make known 
to us the real nature of the so-called descent of man 
by proclaiming as a sublime fact, that man—as to 
his spiritual form—is the offspring of the angelic de
gree of life and being; in which interior states he 
commences his atomic career as a differentiated self
life form in the germ degree, traversing thence 
through varied planes and spheres in spiritual realms 
—not incarnated upon physical earths—through 
what they designate the descending scale of life, 
each state and degree accomplishing its further pur
pose in the gradual evolution and development of 
the self-conscious principle which is the heritage of 
that life quality or degree denominated human, and 
further that the descending scale of life finds its ul
timate in conditions of incarnation or embodiment on 
some physical earth or other.

This descent is an essential part of the curriculum 

absolutely needed for the development of a self-con
sciousness of life and being; for it is only by the ex
perience of suffering in personal form that the human 

form itself becomes conscious of the life which sus
tains it and makes it what it is. Thus it follows that 

every pang experienced in physical personal condi
tions by contact with opposite forces, aids in the 

providing of conditions which eventually insure the 

more intense realization and enjoyment of life when 

this preparatory work has been accomplished and 

more exalted conditions of self-conscious being are 

entered upon.
Physical embodied states of life are to the human 

spirit atom the plunge into the sensuous or animal 

degree; for the outer personality is the exemplifica
tion of that life quality, and the life’s outcome of the 

great mass of human beings is the exhibition of the 

animal propensities in some of its manifold forms of 

expression. It is only when the spiritual faculties 

become consciously operative that man recognizes 

the fact that to follow blindly the dictates of the 

physical degree of his nature is to satisfy some ani

mal craving embodied in his organism and at the 

same time perceives that the expressed life of those 

who surround him is the exhibition of the same prin

ciples that actuate the varied forms of animal life, 
to give to which an unbridled license is to make the 

animal more pronounced. The animal even as ex
hibited by the human is in perfect order in its state, 

so that any attempt at the destruction of a principle 

becomes a violation of natural law; there needs how
ever the relegation of the animal passions and de
sires to their proper place and position in the base 

of the citadel of man’s sons; and this is the function 

and work of the awakened spiritual life within.

But it is essential that man should traverse this 

degree, for such is the arrangement of the all-wise 

and beneficent life power; and we have before us the 

self-evident fact that all are subject to like passions 

and to such a course of training, notwithstanding 
appearances to the contrary evinced by the apparent Is man of matter—using the term in its grosser form 

inequalities of the states of human sociology, for all —and destined to return to matter? C. ™ —— -- 

are parts of a mighty whole and the variety of ex- • ___ ~---------—L__ ‘

of the identity state of the grand man of the universe. 
In which state the angelic degree of the human qual
ity of life is realized In an established equilibrium 
where the perfect law of compensation becomes fully 
operative.

If therefore there be but one supreme will—and 
how can that be otherwise—and that will is infin
ite and ublquitlous such an out-working of life In con
ditions such as realized by mortals must be part of

Could the

brought into actual accomplishment by any other 
means? or could it be by any other better adapted to 
achieve so glorious a purpose? If this could have 
been so the infinite wisdom and love would not have 
so ordained and devised the methods which are now 
operative. Some of those who have passed through 
the experiences of personal life in physical condi
tions, and having realized the blessed experiences of 
the angelic state—which state is the zenith of the 
perfection of the human principle—some of these 
have returned with a self-consciousness all their own 
and these testify that in their case, as also in that of 
all with whom they consociate, they are so supremely 
satisfied with the results achieved that life is now to 
them all that could be desired; and not one pang of 
pain or sorrow have they ever experienced but has 
awakened a power within them that renders the real
ization of the life that has followed indefinitely more 
real and enjoyable; and no other plan of which they 
can conceive could achieve such results—nor would 
they desire any other even if they could.

Pure truth is universal in its application—there
fore what has become true of one is the heritage of 
all.

THE RELATION OF EVOLUTIONARY THOUGHT 
TO IMMORTALITY.

By C. T. Stockwell, M. D. 1

| Presented to the World’s Congress of Evolution- ‘ 
lets, held in Chicago, September, 1893.]

li
lt is fair and logical, therefore, to hold that as ] 

progressively unfolding self-conscious being is the , 
direct and most marked product of the activities of j 
the physical organism; and as it is also the only ] 

product exhibiting distinct lines of continuity, it is <. 
fair to hold that we have in this fact logical grounds 

for believing that these lines of continuity reach out , 
into the unending future.

Should it be claimed that the logic of this position 

compels the speculative thinker to go at once beyond 

it, the reply may be made that there is nothing in
consistent in such a claim with the known laws of 
evolution; and that science offers, in the hypothesis 

of imponderable ether, material enough with which 

«one may construct a system of transcendental physics 

competent to embody the principle of immortal life, 
and perpetuate its conscious activity, and that this 

may come about as the result of strict biological and 

psychological forces already present and actively 

engaged within the bounds of the present physical 

existence, is within the real of a reasonable scien

tific speculation.

But the 1 ‘World’s Congress of Evolutionists” is not, 

as I understand the occasion, a time when it is ap

propriate to enter upon' an extended argument, for 

or against, relating to the question of a personal im
mortality. It is, rather, an hour when we may ap
propriately Inquire if the trend of evolutionary 

thought at large, or to any significant degree, makes 

for or against the reasonableness of such a concep

tion.
How, then, does the current set? What is the 

drift? Does evolution lead to and confirm material

istic thought and implication, or does it, rather, as 

it comes to be better understood and comprehended 

tn its finer and truer unfolding, lead to SpiritualismP

- ----- ■ ? Or is ma11 °i
“The Power that makes for Righteousness”—Eternal

spiritual conception, 
might be otherwise, 
seen that “evolution tends to nothing so surely'

Spirit—and, therefore, of and in a pu,. 
here and now, that is, in its very nature a 
eternal?

With these and allied questions ev0l 1 
thought has dealt, and is progressively 
while real scientific thought moves slowly 
ously, while there is little doubt that we Z? 
long and patiently for positive statementa 
demonstrations that cannot be evaded, 
can be little doubt that the current of thouf^^ 
the drift of evidence is, to-day, most wigni^J 
its tendency.

It is a superficial view of evolution that coi 
it to afford any confirmation of materials 
rather, of that form of materialism which 8e 
matter from, and makes it destructive of, spirit'’ 

it was at first feared 
But it is now fast coming^ 

——-----------o w ourviy
the spiritual origin and continuation and ptrpt ] 
tion of the universe—those we divine and tho-M | 
yond divination.” The best among the men 1 
science are arriving at this conclusion. Her' ' I 
Spencer long since confessed that beyond all 
was in material evidence there was an element «3 
he could not define, and which appears not un|[d 
Mathew Arnold’s * ‘Eternal Power not oureelvei^l 
makes for righteousness.” And those who have[f; I 
lowed the thought of Huxley and Tyndall muit I 
mit, apparently, that they are on the verge of recog. I 
nizing the spiritual element. It has been well 
of Prof. Tyndall that he is an apostle of life, andtUI 
his famous Belfast address was an endeavor to flu] 
the invisible and eternal in the visible and thetraJ 
sient. He is an apostle of life so universal thallib»| 
longs to matter and resides in it; no death anywhuj 
And it is Huxley that says: “It makes little differ.I 
ence whether we express the phenomena of matter] 
in terms of spirit, or the phenomena of spirit UI 
terms of matter.” And he also says: “The great 1 
truth that Berkeley discovered was that the honest I 
and vigorous following up the argument which leadj | 
us to materialism inevitably leads beyond kv| 
Berkeley’s own words seem significant to-day, when 
he says: “The same principles which at first view I 
lead to skepticism pursued to a certain point bring 
men back to common sense.” There is, therefore, 
no degradation meant, or implied, in the rightful use 
of the terms matter or materialism, as contrasted 
with the terms spirit or Spiritualism. Matter is not, 
in itself, essentially gross. And the thought of the 
day dignifies it and does much reverently to identify I 
it in essence with the divine. It is 'seen, to-day, 
that there exists an essential unity or “oneness" of 
spirit and matter. It is the spirit of exclusiveness, 
or the failure, on the part of materialism, so-called, 
to recognize the correlative side, against which the 
spirit of the hour protests.

Much evidence of this trend of thought might be 
cited, did time permit, and were it necessary, in I 

order to establish a point which lies at the founda
tion of our more special theme. For it seems pretty 

clear that no other line of evolutionary thoughtthu 

that known as the theistic, affords reasonable 
grounds for the hope of personal persistence beyond 

the grave.
What, then, is the reflection from what may legifrl 

mately be called evolutionary thought in reference! 

to the question of immortality P
Dr. William T. Harris, some eight years ago, I 

' summed up the evidences from the standpoint of 1 

■ evolution, as propounded by Prof. John Fiske, infl»| 
r following manner: “The world is so made that tbel 
j principle of the survival of the fittest causes intel‘1 

- lectual and moral beings to come to the top. Spb | 
itual beings gain the mastery inevitably and suboKl 

din ate all others—reverse, in fact, the laws of lb» 

survival in the lower orders; preserve delioiM 

plants and animals and eradicate noxious ones. Su® 

trend of the universe toward spiritual being p(M 
out, unmistakably, that being as the highest and baj 

and most persistent.
The spiritual principle alone is loved by the uik 

verse and this points to its origin in a spiritual pri»'
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K^iinself said: "Tho materialistic assumption that 
L*.go of the soul ends with the life of the body is, 

the most colossal assumption that is known 
history of philosophy.” And further: "The 

i thoroughly we comprehend evolution, the more 
rTLel that to deny the everlasting persistence of 
¡^spiritual element in man is to rob, the whole 

of its moaning. It goes far toward putting

lah w easily. He get* behindhand. It grow« more 
difficult to keep even and he becomes habituated to 
living from hand to mouth, and the longer ho does 
**o the more unlikely he la to change. Long ex
perience and observation confirm me In the opinion

r^chthuB loves its own. A God of reason who 
world in order to bring into being inde- 

walirations of himself is thus presupposed 
doctrince of evolution.” This is Dr. Harris 

£ Ration of Prof. Fiske’s views regarding the 
evolutionary deductions. And Prof, l'lske

permanent intellectual confusion, and I do not 
ue that any one has as yet alleged, or is ever likely 
malleC*' a sufficient reason for accepting so dire an 
.swatlve. For my own part, therefore, I believe 
In tho immortality of the soul, not in the sense in 

1 accept the demonstrable truths of science, 
> supreme act ot faith in the reasonableness 

of God’s work.”
I jamdosirous, on this occasion, of reflecting the 
II thought ot those alone who draw their inspiration 

(mm, and live and breathe in the very atmosphere of 
the facts and laws of evolution. <

J Hit turn to Prof. Cope, one of America’s most able 
I and noted scientists—of tho biological department. 
1 And, speaking purely from the standpoint of science, 
I he holds that "a physical basis of consciousness other 

than protoplasm is the essential of a belief in a su- 
I promo mind, and in the persistence of human con- 

aelousness.” And he is sure that he possesses posi-

| tyre evidence of primitive consciousness before the 
days of protoplasm; and goes on to say: "We thus 

[destroy the evidence against the possibility of im
mortality as presented by its strongest antagonist, 
| chsmism*” These are, indeed, weighty words, and 
1especially so, coming from such an expert in science. 
I When ho holds that there exists positive scientific 

evidence of the possibility of the persistence of hu- 
I man consciousness after death, it may well betaken 
u over-balancing a large amount of the heretofore 
existing scientific negation.*

K If, now, we turn to organic evolution for an an
swer to our questions, do we not find, as Mr. Powell

| has so well shown in "Our Heredity from God,” that 
f "Evolution is fulfilled in man?” In organic evolu- 
I lion, as he points out, we see that lower forms or 

species slowly develop into other and higher crea- 
[ lures. This is clearly the law of progress until man 
I breached. And "the purpose of evolution mani

fests Itself as progress of an intellectua 1 and moral
[ sort.’1 This is achieved, in lower life, by a succes

sion of organisms, each rising slightly higher than
I the one preceding. But when man arrives, a new 
| power is evolved, a new force appears upon the 
| scone—that of self-conscious purposing, self-dispos- 
s ing power, rationally exercised only as it cooperates 
I with the eternal purpose, as a child with a father, 
t toward ethical ends. It may be claimed that this 

law, apparently, implies progress or annihilation;
I for evolution conserves only the fittest. 1 say ap- 

parcntly, for it must be admitted that there exist 
F woighty philosophic reasons for the claim that "the 

son is a free citizen” in the universe, endowed even
I with tho prerogative, and possessing the power of 
’forever remaining incorrigible, if he chooses so to 
| do. "The expulsion of sin by destruction of the 

sinnor,” would indeed seem to be "a ruthless remedy 
somewhat in the manner of a rude physician, who 

pin order to stay a disease, kills his patient.” But 
however this may be, it is clearly dawning upon the 
mind of the world that the * *fi ttest” relates to the 
ethical, rather than to anything below it in the order 
of being, and that the ethical life is not only best 
worthy but most sure of conservation.

Evolution Is the law of progress, of growth, of de
velopment towards a higher and ever higher form of 
life. And if we correctly observe the process as it

now lies before us, it Is not by man developing into 
another and higher creature or species, but • *by hia 
own development into a higher self.” This, as Mr. 
Powell observes. Is the “new creature” for which all 
the forces of the universe are contending and striv
ing; a higher expression of humanity, with higher | that the above is a correct ■tatoment of one of the 

 

intelligence, more of moral power, and a truer and | effects of wage earning upon character, 
more just ethical relationship, "capable of transmu
ting the material universe into ethical ends.”

Thia is, if I correctly apprehend the movement of 
evolutionary thought to-day, a fair epitome of its 
ongoing. And if it is true to the facts, it renders 
certain, does it not, the statement that "Evolution 
is fulfilled in man?” Do not, however, mistake the 
thought here, 
the physical man. 
sical man is the end of evolution. It means, rather, 
that evolution is fulfilled in the ethical man—in man's 
continuous development in the ethical life. Call it 
the religious life, if you prefer so to do; for "ethics 
is now seen to be the human side of religion, and 
religion the divine side of ethics.”

The prospectus issued by the executive committee 
of this congress stated that this great exposition 
was itself, in all its parts, a remarkable illustration 

Consequently 11 oi evolutionary principles. This is well said. It,

LAW GOVERNING SPIRIT COMMUNION. 
By T. C. P.

Having had similar psychic experiences to those 
of the editor of The Jouhkai., 1 have noted some ot 
the phases of automatic writing and communion with

It is not that evolution is fulfilled In 1 those in the other life that may bn of interest. Frc- 
Nor does it mean that the phy- | quently we got writings in which there were gram

matical errors and faulty spelling. Knowing that 
"Ellen Scribe” the control, in life, was perfect in her 
orthography and that the instrument was only an 
ordinarily good speller, I came to the conclusion 
that these defects were a result of the process ot 
"sensing” and attributable to the medium's short
comings in this respect. Questioning "Ellen Scribe'1 
upon this point, she said: "Spelling with you is ar
bitrary; we follow no arbitrary laws; we merely give 
the ideas and they are put into intelligent language 

including its various congresses, well illustrates that 1 by the instrument, we work or impress while in a 
man possesses, with God, the power of creating, or 
the creative faculty. And it seems to me that aa 
time passes and this great event recedes from our 
immediate view, it will increasingly appear that the 
one great fact in connection therewith, the fact above 
all minor facts, is this: That man has come to that I good form, according to your laws and rules. Just 

 

state where it is perceived that the creation of ethi-1 so, in the rhymes given, we desire that you should 
cal relations is not only his highest function, but, in-| clothe these thoughts in all the beauty you can con- 
deed, "the chief end of man;” and that in this way |ceive of or we can impress your brain with, 
only can he "glorify God and enjoy him forever.”

(To Be Continued.)

aub-conacioua alate. The brain work* exactly aa It 
would work were the Idea* Ha own. If not well 
verted In any particular branch ot learning, then ot 
course it tails In that. We only strive to give you 
our ideas; we desire that you should put them In

We 
only wish to aid not to diminish your Intellectual 
powers; we would educate you In the knowledge ot 
spiritual truths and views.

Words are merely empty shells, 
Bursting on the vibrant air,

Till well filled with thought that tells 
Ot secrets hidden, ot visions rare.”

So frequently we hear the anxious question asked*. 
"Why can they not come to met” The general an
swer that we got to this was that "we are so burled 
in materiality that they cannot reach us. It ap
pears that there is a great difference among those 
in Spirit-lite with regard to their ability to control a 
medium.” Ellen Scribe once wrote: "Your sisters 
[ am much with. They are not so strong as I in this 
particular way. I am able to hold these fluidic 
bands, so can control longer and more to a purpose 
than they.”

Again, we have been taught there are different 
grades of spirit life and that it is much more difficult 
to get communications from the higher spheres than 
from the lower or earthbound spheres. Once we 
asked for a communication from a spirit that had 
been a long time in the Spirit-world and from whom 
we had a right to expect a communication, owing to 
close relationship, when the following was written: 
"There has been one, unknown to us until now, who 
has frequented our circle when we have held com
munion with you: silently she came and silently she 
faded from our view. From another sphere she can 
come into our sphere but we cannot go into hers, as 
yet. We had hoped to bring her but the force is not 
strong enough. Some time when you can form a 
circle harmonious and having strong magnetic 
power, she has promised to come. The messenger 
sent, says: 'Tell my son I have been his guide and 
guardian through all his earthly life and will continue 
to so overshadow him....... Your mother sends you 
the fullness of her love from out eternity, her un
dying, her everlasting love. Then follows a long 
personal message closing as usual with a little 
rhyme:

"A half century and more
Thy soul hath journeyed onward, 
Beset by trials and temptations sore, 
Kept by the divine o'ershadowing flame, 
Called ‘Mother-love.1 There is no better name.

A FACT IN THE LABOR PROBLEM. 
By J. T. Dodge.

That working Tor wages tends to begets the habit 
of neglecting provision for accidents, misfortune or 
enforced idleness, is one of the most undoubted facts 
of our times.

In the earlier periods of farm life in New England,
by the necessity of their situation each tiller of the 
soil had to provide months in advance for what 
would feed and clothe his family. The long and 
bitter winter held him in an unyielding grasp and 
foresight had to be exercised or want and distress
must follow. Experience also taught each one that 
misfortunes and disappointments were liable to oc
cur, that no single crop could be relied upon, that 
sickness and death might come unbidden and that he 
must "provide his meat in summer and gather food 
in the harvest.” Lessons of foresight and economy 
were enforced with a rigor surpassing any human
discipline. Complaining of their lot was idle, if not 
impious, and hence came a development of religious 
feeling which bowed reverently before the sovereign 
power of the universe. Work then became more 
than a necessity, it was a religious duty. So for 
more than two centuries character in New England 
was developed under the hardess of conditions.

There were no great employers of labor. Such as 
there were required long hours and hard work with 
small pay, setting an example of economy, energy 
and diligence which has distinguished New England 
people for generations.

The wage earner now who enters some regular em
ployment finds his earnings coming to him with the 
regularity of the weeks or the months. In prosper
ous times, if he has his health, his Income will be a 
fixed number of dollars at the end of a fixed number 
of days. His wants soon adjust themselves to his 
means. If wages advance he is happy, and has new 
wants. The storms, the frosts, the crop failures 
which distress the farmer don’t affect him. By and 
by business grows slack. Not so many men are 
wanted and he is laid off. He had not provided for

I this. He feels wronged. Hia employer ought to 
•Vararm and comprehensive nnderetanding or hie view., rarer- have looked farther ahead. He gets irregular em- 

be bad to hl. two volumes: "Tlie Theology of Evolution" I , . ; b e
ployment at reduced wages. His wapts don’t dimin-

I
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SUBCONSCIOUS SELF AND DUAL LIFE.
[Gitex Avtomatic ally Thwcgb Mr?. . Pckdv.J 

•■Mentor" made the following answer when aekeJ 
whether he recognized a subconscious self in the 
mortal and when asked to account for the cases of 
dual life that some lead ■'

••We will answer the last part of your question 
first, as it seems to us to be the most important part 
of it and really the only part we have a desire to an
swer, though we will try to answer all your questions 
as satisfactorily to you as possible. The dual nature, 
when made manifest so that it is recognized by 
others, is a consciousness of the spiritual part of the 
morta’. There are in every mortal born into your 
sphere, two distinct natures: the mortal or carnal 
and the spiritual. In many, nay I am sorry to say 
in most mortals up to the present era. the spiritual 
nature has been almost entirely lost sight of: ab
sorbed. as it were, in the material, the carnal. In 
a few this nature at times shines forth so brightly 
that when by some mortal it is obscured for
a time the contrast is apparent. Thus it is said the 
mortal is a dual nature. Your birthright is spirit
ual; to win back this right is what we come to help 
and teach you mortals to do. We might say there 
was a sub-consciousness in the mortal when the 
vague perceptions of the spiritual awaken within 
them and they do not fully recognize it. This soul 
power goes with the spirit existence, the two are 
one and they are really inseparable, the soul grow
ing finer, more etherial as it progresses. It is 
really the spiritual sample after which the human 
was formed; imperceptible to the sight but clearly 
discerned by the spiritual vision. This semblance 
is the form seen by the clairaudient sight and also 
when male rial i 7?iinn = take place, as they do some
times. We do not know how you will be satisfied 
with this answer, but it is the best we can give un
der the circumstances. If we could express to you 
the true spiritual meaning of these terms, so you 
could comprehend them, we might succeed better.

Mextoe.”

this form or pattern extant in the so-called Nicaean 
creed. This creed or symbolum is the true sacra
ment or oath of allegiance required of every accepted 
member of the Christian Catholic (not necessarily 
Boman) church militant upon earth: and it is well 
to bear in mind that it was in the past, and still is, 
merely the bashi-bazouks, franctireurs and irregu
lars. who after all are but Christian guerillas—the 
Protestant sectarians who voluntarily rejected the 
apostolical foundation—who have subordinated this 
form of sound words—a creed as logical to the met
aphysician of to-day as it was to the most subtle of 
media.-ral schoolmen—and who have, solely by their 
own authority, made it, as it were, ancillary to the
so-called word of God which they have absurdly and, 
as time has shown, unfortunately so identi
fied with Christianity that for numbers of persons 
throughout Christendom the results of modern criti
cism are equivalent t<o the overthrow of all Chris
tian teaching and authority. This exaggeration and 
superexaltation of the whole Bible grew in intensity 
from the time of Luther unto the beginningof the 
current century: and indeed, so far as the general 
public was concerned, the whole of the third book of 
Grotius’ elegant book “De Veritate Religionis Chris- 
tian3&,“in which the authority and authenticity of 
the scriptures are maintained, might until recently 
have been used as an evidential or apologetic tract. 
In a certain sense, of course, it may still be so used
and that with advantage: but in strict truth it must 
be said that the progress and pnpnlarization of a 
criticism which traces the various books of the Bible 
to their respective sources and dates have rendered 
this section of Grotius’ great work valuable rather 
for the excellence of its Latin than for its general 
argument.

It is conceded on all sides that the higher criti
cism can neither be pooh-poohed nor ignored. The 
most devoted stickler for the older Biblical theory 
cannot say of the general position of the later critics, 
as the Irish archbishop said of the “Leben Jesu” of 
Strauss, that it is the attack of “a pasteboard giant 
with a pasteboard dub.” For myself I would, with 
due modesty, avow my belief that it ought not,
strictly speaking, to be regarded as an attack upon 
Christianity at all. It may and apparently does suit 
the purpose of certain writers in the religious papers, 
and even of some preachers, to speak of Wellhausen 
and his compeers in the field of criticism as laboring 

to discredit Moses and dishonor Christ Were I com
piling a litany I should of a surety bear these ex
tremists in mind, and heartily pray to be delivered 

both from them and their conclusions, which are 
about as advantageous to Christianity as were the 
'•acts of faith” of the Inquisition to the Church of
Rome. While it is true that, as the Bev. T. T. Car
ter, Canon of Christ Church, England—who himself 

accepts to a certain extent the new criticism—alleges 
“the result of the controversy has been to shake to the 

very foundations the belief in inspiration altogether in 
many minds,” I am of opinion that no actual weaken
ing of the Christian religion has resulted therefrom. 
Many who will read these 11 Des will remember that 

a somewhat similar shock was felt by Christians of 

all denominations when the conviction was irresisti
bly borne in upon them that “the heaven and the 

earth” were not “created” in the year 4004 before
tne birth of Christ. It is amusing to observe, first 
the determination of the literalists, as expressed 

thirty or more years ago, never to surrender their 

cherished chronology, and secondly to note the ease 

and dexterity with which the compromisers, wise in 

their generation, discovered that the old Hebrew 

chronologists did not mean their genealogies to be 

as exhaustive, and that neither from Adam to 

Noah nor from Noah to Abraham are we to suppose

CRITICISM AND THE KENOSIS.
Br M. C. OBtene.

IL

It is to be feared that among laymen in general 
the peculiar—I may say the delicate—ground occu
pied by the clergy with respect to Biblical criticism 
is hardly appreciated or indeed understood- In this 

regard, as in some others, the lay mind enjoys greater 

liberty both of investigating and promulgating, for 

the custom of many hundreds of years has in a 

sense made the clergy the thralls of a scripture
theory which is, in my opinion, not only a grievous 

burden but also an imposition. The Christian 

church existed as an organization long before the 

canon of the scripture was formed, and as such it will 
continue to exist, ever keeping abreast of and pre
pared to welcome truth, in the coming ages of hu
manity when the canonical books of the Old and 
New Testament will be seen and read in their proper 

light, that is to say, not as the directly dictated or 

even immediately suggested words of Deity, but as 

the spiritual outpouring of holy men who, though 

fallible, were nevertheless God’s chosen instruments 

in promoting the ethical development of mankind. 
Tn one of the articles of religion of the Church of 

England we read that “Holy Scripture eontaineth all 
things necessary to salvation, so that whatsoever is 

not read therein, nor may be proved thereby, is not 
to be required of any man that it should be believed 

as an article of the faith,” a position to which all 
might assent even though the Bible held within its 

pages nothing more than Micah's prescription of | ourselves in powicnsion of what heralds and family 

man's duty—to do justly, to love mercy, and to walk J lawyers would term full and complete family trees or 

humbly with God.

We know that Christ’s apostles, instructed and 

commissioned by their Master, insisted that the faith
ful Should “hold fast to the pattern of sound words” 

0L Tim. L 13} and it is reasonably certain that, 
complementary words, ire have

tablee of descent. This latter point when taken was 

well mude and conclusively demonstrated—by none 
better, let me add, in both hemispheres than by Pro
fessor W. IL Green, of Princeton Theological Sem
inary—but the fact that this simple discovery was 
only made under the storm and stress of what 1 will

_
term God’s sublime rei elalioa
through the Eludente of geology «ào»i W 
ferent and remis- throughout the ceatort^* M 
todiaua of scripture have been in 
trust and our inheritance,
unable, to penetrate the ectoderm of 
conservatives in theology became I
the inevitable result thai in almost ererr^X 
men’, of knowledge modern science W *"*1 
been stigmatized as godless and preface 
shall not incur the suspicion of holding * 
the Boman Church when I
indebted to those whom I regard as the 
of Christianity, the Protestant 
for an exaggerated literalism which dere>^ 
bibliola’ry and blind obscurantism, bBtalaj^ 
awful views of man's destiny which 
Jonathan Edwards and C. IL Spurgeon 
a gospel of love and mercy! It is, J
true that Roman, Eastern, and Anglican 
have in turn denounced eternal punish—^ ? 
godless and unbelieving, but in every Meh IjLj 
they have defined the topography and 
without authority of the church, and like 
phic German and his camel, have evolved 
strosity from their own inner consciooMew. ]

It is a sign of progress in a quarter the kat jJ 

gressive when we find a large and ‘“TUMfaiO 
of Anglican clergymen putting forth a "DedgJ 

on the Inspiration of Holy Scriptare,” 
thereto their names and titles. This 
issued early in June and it is the prodnetba < J 

‘ "deeply sympathizing with the distress aai 
ance of mind which have been widely feit 
church people generally, and in particular 
theological students, in consequence of the 

effect of recent discussions on matters 
with the criticism of the Bible.” It is divided i 
eight heads or canons, defining (1) 
special action of the Holy Ghost, varying is 
actor and in degree of intensity;” (2) the tu 

pose of scripture as being “generally to reveal 
concerning God and man, and in particular teia 
witness to our Lord Jesus Christ;’’ (?) thst 
scriptures are • ‘able to make meD wise unto alnbi 
through faith which is in Jesus Christ,” that by 
were successively entrusted to the faithful, Md fig 

misconception and confusion have been at fisa 
casioned by their isolation and by “the atusyt* 
use them as the sole ground of faith:” (4) th: fit 
testimony of Christ to the Old Testament is “deafe 

in favor of its inspiration” in the sense deSned aim; 
(5) that Christ used “always the words most pa&s 

for his purpose:” (6) that “he could not be deand. 
nor be the source of deception, nor intend to îaà 

even incidentally, for fact what was not fad0 

that the divine revelation is progressive and th 
“the Bible, taken as a whole, possesses eoadói 
authority in matters pertaining to faith and ■one' 
(8) that “the church has never authoritadvdyto- 
mulated what she has received to hold eoMBM 

the scope and limits of the inspiration o( bra 

scripture.”
This is a summary, fair and ungarbled, of a NW 

worthy and indeed epoch-marking pronom»eeaal 
The signatures of eighteen dignitaries of the Cfahb 

of England, wardens and principals of colleges, pw 

lessors, canons, and examining chaplains, each 
a name of merited distinction in a church MpNÌK 

to all others for the learning and culture «f b 

clergy, have drawn universal attention to the« 

ment, and the Rev. Charles Gove himself, the 

ister generally identified with the new critióa 

the popular mind, has offered a “cordial w 

to the declaration which he gladly recogn^] 

coming up to the Catholic requirement,”and nW 
ing “a doctrine of inspiration which leaves lbeo*> 
ical questions entirely open.” Ou the other 
at a meeting of the English Church Uoioo- 

ciation which has no authority outside UnU 
which is nevertheless a vigorous and 

tial child of the so-called Catholic revinl—i 

premeditated and well considered endeavor 
dA to put the Union on record as repudiati^
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I,-..--al! criticism of the canonical books of I in the dining-room, and, on looking to bet the can.be I In the opinion of the experienced in occult mal-
Old and Xew Testaments which tends to throw I of the turtle, she pereetved the bald broom Etanding I ter», a etriub of phenomena —r*» as the above r—** 

qb their substantial historical trustworthiness, I upright, it* handle ^riking the boards o’ the ftoor. I not long continne without a " amount
their paramoun t authority in matter* per- I No other person wa* near, and. if a hand held the I of risk. Any anxiety that my family and 1 might 

to faith and morals, or to impute ignorance, I broom, it was an invisible one. The witness came ’. have had on thia acere was folly justified by the di*- 
Brobee »ion. or error to the teaching of our 1 out of the room with the intention of taking hold of 1 covery of fire la the house on more than tour ocra- 
Jesss Christ-” Space forbids me here to enter I it: out before the could effect her purpose, it had I tions. Paula was told iwdhllj that, sarii and 

£■ *3 analysis of the interesting debate which fol- I vanished- Only a few straws remained on the 1 such objects—distant from her at the tit Tin
Cgai the introduction of this resolution, or to do I ground a* evidence that it had really been there. I alight; and, when we ran to ace, it th alvaya o—a

i * I the case. Once a curtain was iTwjoiuod to
the pi wage leading on to the terrace. I have been partly burnt; another attempt at arwaa

__ And tins van not the only case of the sudden dis- I took place at night on the upper loor. the door of
KgBB.in Greek •*euretes.~ of the books of holy scrip-I appearance of objects almost before the eyes of wit-1 which, it mutt be recoUeeted, was always kept 
Lgt. was finally adopted. This discussion, how- | nesses. One day my wife was occupied in brushing I locked after bed-time. As before stated, my w-.u 
Iga*. aflevded an excellent opportunity for the wiser I two of the Loy’s suite, which, the very moment after l and I were the only person* who at that period slept 
E^| ■are liberal members of the association to re- I =he had put them down, were nowhere to be found. I upstairs. The lights had oeea pat out, and we had 
|p.-.w as they did without reserve, the doctrine of 1 On this occasion no one had approached her who I already retired when a cloth hanging on a gaspipe 
K^tttbal inspiration of the Bible, one among them | might afterwards be suspected of having taken them I in an unoccupied upper room caught fire, the lame 
■■gjExing so far as to declare that "this expression, I away. For two or three days they w<
I ^o¿ h the author of the books of holy scripture’ I in vain: but at last they were discovered wrapped up I of the walk 
■¿■IBOX imply my belief in the theory of verbal in- | is the leaves of a pamphlet and hidden behind the | room and v 
Lkñ>~ and that
■Ctarth has never held and Catholic theologians I
I fcTt cever taught.’' To this I will add that even in I 1
■ ggr ora day thLs monstrous theory has been utterly = 
KMfialed by a Roman Catholic theologian and a 1 
■oBsnaL and we may rest assured that even though I 
K^seamenical or general council of the universal 
I tfcr-t were convened to-morrow the spirit of the I 
I L[|MBnld effectually preclude the establishment or 
I Mversion of this theory into positive doctrine.

A* 1 have staled in the beginning of this paper.
£e introduction of the name and personality of 
frtofca into thia discussion was most unnecessary and 
■advised. May we not regard it as a confession of 
waisess on the part of those who would interpose 
iftecr Master as a barrier against and impediment to

I ntiocti investigation of the Bible, in i
ant way as the words of that book have ___ _
nsüy used to obstruct all free inquiry in each de- 
fumcnf of knowledge? It is impossible to suppose 
■&X saong the English clergy there can be many, if 
■y, who believe that Christendom can confidently 
Mt in the conviction that it possesses in the gospels 
■jlhiug more than a traditional transcript of the 
wirds of Christ. No profoundity of scholarship. 
■Seven a mere reading acquaintance with New 

jfctazsent Greek, is required to institute such com- 
[■■imé as will enable one to conclude that the mis- 
ña of Jesus upon earth was not primarily one either 

irf preaching or teaching. So far as we know his 
»«ritiag was confined to that inscription in the sand 
vie* the frail sister was hauled before him and ac- 

roBed—an inscription, dear reader, which might 
|poffibly, could it be reproduced and translated, 
brxz criminatory blush to all our cheeks, while at 

' Ae suae time it assured us that the faults of nature 
ani heredity are but venial in the sight of the Judge 
«fall the earth. Go to’ ye Pharisees both of the 
ñ aod ew covenant! Shall ye pretend to bind 
yaca upon the backs of God's children and to write 

| Fka at the end of your hagiographs, as though the 
nniverse were not a continuous and unending

Bñtüütiu of divine love and progress, a revelation
wkkh man must read and investigate until by pa-

; tiesl rtody and observation the limits of the seen 
ifall be transcended and the church militant here on
•Ah be brought into actual correspondence with

|*8greater triumphant church, the congregation of
Bbk who have crossed the flood?

,u*~ remark that an amendment, committing I The broom vas aflerwarda found behind the door of 
the Union to the general position of the An- “ •—««- - •

r*nrrh—that the Holy Ghost is the Principal

precisely the I 
ve been igno- I

rere sought for I leaving tvlient u-aces of its pre»e&ce on lie paper
I ttvfcel* saw the fiare from my own 

real to extinguish it. Yet the gas had 
‘•this theory the Catholic | volumes of the lower shelf of a bookstand. I not been lighted in this part of the hereto uo other

But for these and the many other phenomena that 1 persons but ourselves could have had access to it just 
kept us in commotion for so many weeks, it may be I before it occurred, and the of the cloth
supposed that a medium w^» nwesoary. Sow. in my | such that it w>* impossible it could have long 
household there was a protégée of ours, a girl of 1 smouldered without bursting into fiame. On 
fourteen named Paula, who had been brought up in I onrariou fire was seen burning at the bottom of a 
the family and was always treated as one of us. As I trunk that and od yet another, a
she was the person most affected by the manifesta-1 closed drawer. The last was witnessed by Sr. Casai 
lions, and as her presence in the house seemed to be I Ribeiro, who himself descrioed it as having all the 
a condition for their production, it may be presumed I colors of the rainbow. Doubting the evidence of his 
that the power was drawn principal y from her. The I own sight, he resolved to appeal to another of hia 
native of a tropical country, she is more developed I senses, and verified the reality of the phenomenon to 
and more womanly in appearance than would be the I his heart's content by burning his fingers. I have 
case with a girl of the same age in a colder climate. I no doubt whatever that these phenomena were, like 
Her disposition is, however, in accordance with her I the others, due to occult agency.
years, and her character, yet unformed, has been I But the principal danger of these irregular mani- 
moulded only by domestic surroundings. As she be- I festaüons menaced Paula, who was at last startled 
came clairvoyant and was subject at any moment to I into a condition of violent hysterics by a most re
terrifying experiences, Paula grew timid, and was so I x 
unwilling to remain alone that from the beginning of 1 
the phenomena she was rarely out of the company of i 
other persons. Thus one of the conditions of satis
factory observation was unwittingly fulfilled. Who
ever the so-called medium may be, he or she is al
ways—and sometimes rightly—a suspected person: 
but Paula would not be left by herself, and even in 
the daytime she dared not pass from one room to an
other unless some one accompanied her.

Her fears were not altogether without foundation.
Once, when she was in the kitchen, the brick floor
ing next to the range gave way under her feet. She 
saved herself for the moment at the sacrifice of a 
burnt arm by leaning on the range until the cook 
could run to her aid and extricate her. Now, the 
whole of the building was in a good condition, and 
it was afterwards verified that there was no particu
lar weakness in this spot to account for its yielding 
under her weight. There was a great desire on the 
part of the invisibles to speak to her alone: and she 
herself deciares that at the time of the accident she 
felt herself being pulled by the leg through the floor 
into the cellar beneath.

Another less alarming occurrence for which the 
presence of Paula seems to have been necessary was 
the following: A bath was being prepared for Donna 
Adelaide's little boy: and Paula had brought » can of 
cold water to temper the hot water that was already 
in the bath. On inclining the can, however, noth
ing came out of it. The spout seemed to be stopped 
up. Donna Adelaide, who was superintending these 
preparations, took the can from her: and, on inclin
ing it in her turn, there leaped out of the spout a 
glass door-handle, followed by the water, which at 
once flowed freely. It was then observed that, al
though the water was cold, the knob itself was very 
hot and that its diameter was much greater than 
that of the uninjured tube through which it had ap
parently passed. This may seem impossible—but 
either the eyesight and sense of touch of the wit
nesses deceived them, or the occurrence took place 
exactly as they related it. I know the members of 
my household, well, and do not admit any third 
hypothesis.

»

alisUc apparition. On one of the rare occasions on 
which she was alone there suddenly stood before her 
Sr. X-------- . a military engineer, who had taken
charge of her as a child, and who died in the be- 
ginnine of 1883. some months before the declaration 
oI the Republic. He appeared cressed in his regi
mentals: and, laying hold of her by the arm. he re
quested that she would give certain notee th it he 
had about him to a member of the family. As he 
withdrew his hind to take the paper out of a pocket
book, she profited by her liberty and escaped in a

• condition of the wildest terror. Such was the shock 
: given to her nervous system that it was feared that 
i her reason might suffer, or that she might even lose 
: her life. Dr. Luiz de Moura was called in. and for

four days adopted without avail a most energetic 
treatment. Nevertheless, that which medical »kill 
failed to do was effected by what might be considered 
a superstitious practice: and Paula was virtually 
cured at one sitting by the passes and eihortations 
of a spiritist medium.

(To be Continued.)

It has been calculated that if every human being 
of suitable age were to work four hours a day, the 
aggregate result would be amply adequate to supply 
all the needs of human life, even according to the 
most civilized standards of human need. Possibly, 
this calculation implies some curtailment in the mat
ter of certain so-called luxuries; as, for instance, it 
might shorten the wine and cigar bills of some men. 
and cut down the extravagant ornamentation of dress 
indulged in by some women. Yet all wholesome 
wants ana elevating tastes might still be supplied. 
But suppose such a change in the industrial habits of 
people were to be at once inviolably decreed and that 
every capable person were to be compelled accord
ingly to work four hours a day. no more no less, 
would the change be a benefit? Most probably not. 
And for the reason that the great majority of people 
would be entirely unprepared for such a momentous 
revolution in their methods of living. They would 
have a large amount of time thrown upon their hands, 
which they would be unable to put to any profitable 
use. Three-fourth* of the active hours of every day 
would be holiday. And multitudes of people have 
not yet learned how to use aright the few holidays 
we have in this country.

fnBLE-TILTING and telekinetic phenomena 
Br Pbofessoh Alexamdek. of Brazil.

K (Accepted by the Psychical Science Congress Com- 
■itt« and read in part, before the Congress held in 

ntfaffo. August, 1893. ]
X.

I iMher incident, which will be thought equally 
■MM tnd incredible by those who have not become 
Rrweally acquainted with these phenomena, oc- 
Mmd with aa American broom. Donna Adelaide 
.*■ H Of the bedrooms in the daytime. Here fcr”——
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be measured and 

bility, his lack of 

tion in

SPIRITUALITY BUT NOT CREDULITY.
The Journal has often pointed out the difference 

between spiritism, mere belief in the existence and 
agency of spirits, and spirituality, which is more a 
mental and moral condition than a belief. Savages 
in every part of the world are believers in spiritism. 
It prevailed in prehistoric times and is consistent 
with an undeveloped intellectual and moral state. 
With man’s advancement, the belief has assumed a 
higher form, the spiritual nature which raises man 
above the mere animal by emancipating him from 
the slavery of brutal appetite and passion, asserting 
itself more and more with increased intellectuality, 
with an intensified moral sense, with greater affec
tion and broadened sympathies. Man came to have 
not only belief in the existence of departed spirits 
and their power of manifesting themselves, but con
ceptions of a higher life and a desire to live in a way 
to be worthy of it.

The warfare between man’s higher and lower na
ture was realized, and with the realization came as
pirations for a life in which there should be suprem
acy of the intellect and the heart over bodily in
stincts and appetites, Sensual gratification, as the 
object of life, was subordinated to intellectual pur- . 
suits and to the altruistic sentiments of helpful 
Companionship, of benevolent effort, of philan
thropic activity. Spirituality manifested itself in 
control of passion, in restraint of all the animal in
stincts, in rising from the lower to the higher re
gions of thought, in overcoming hatred, envy and 
ill will, in conscientious performance of duty, in 
high aspiration, in loyalty to conviction, in the sac
rifice of pleasure, position, the approval of men 
and even life itself, for principle. The truly spirit
ual man lives not in the world of sense, but in the 
world of ideas. He cannot, of course, wholly free 
himself from sense-bound conditions, but he sees 
how small the dominion of sense is compared with 
what is beyond, and he lives above the clouds which 
overcast and obscure the vision of inferior minds.
. The influence of such men—and women—is recog

nized, whatever be their belief or associations. 
Gautama, Socrates, Jesus, Mohammed, Thomas a 

Kempis, Swedenborg, Boehme, John Stuart Mill, 
George Eliot, Emerson—these are among the names 

that occur to us when we try to think of those in 

whom have been embodied prominently the quality 
which we define as spirituality. These are the 

friends and aiders, as Matthew Arnold says, of 
“those who live in the spirit.”

One is not necessarily possessed of large spiritual
ity because he accepts modern Spiritualism; nor is 

he necessarily deficient in that quality because he ac
cepts it not. To Mrs. Browning it was a beautiful 
philosophy; to Mr. Browning it was represented 

by the medium “Sludge.” To Tennyson it was a re
ligious and philosophic conception; to Emerson it 

was a “rat-hole philosophy.” John Pierpont ac
cepted it readily; Whittier was very skeptical in re
gard to its spiritual value. To William Lloyd Gar
rison it was a great fact; but not to Wendell Phil

lips.

These reflections have been suggested by refer
ences and expressions which we heard during our 

late visit to Lake Brady, some of which 

seemed to imply that one’s spirituality should 

determined by his gulli- 

spirituality, by his cau- 
accepting as ultimate truth reports 

of supeafleial observers in regard to materialization, 
etc., and unverifiable statements of individuals of 
what they had seen in vision. We were told about 
wonderful manifestations of spirit power through 

trumpet mediums, full-form materialization medi
ums, independent slate-writing mediums, etc., and 

we listened to the statements respectfully, but when we 

ventured to express a doubt as to the genuineness 

of these phenomena or expressed a desire to examine 

the claim personally under condition which would 

exclude the possibility of deception, we were several 
times told, by intimations if not plainly, that our 

doubts were due to our lack of spirituality or to our

spiritual limitations. Once elsewhere a medium, as he 
puffed the smoke of a vile cigar in our face, informed 
us that there was a band of “strong spirits” around 
us and that we would soon be “developed” so that 
we would * ‘see intuitively” spirit agency in such per
formances as we had expressed a wish to test. When
ever we called in question the genuineness of any 
of the phenomena related, there was some remark to 
the effect that the difficulty was in our lack of spir
ituality. Without questioning our deficiency in this 
quality, we could not see that it was especially needed 
in examining such phenomena as were alleged and 
about which there was nothing suggestive of spirit
uality, nothing which demanded any higher quali- 
ities thnn close observation, precaution, and ordinary 
common sense. We could not help thinking that 
lack of spirituality meant, with those who used the 
term, lack of credulity. We conversed with many 
Spiritualists who ag reed with us that we were warrant 
ed in the position we took and that the talk about lack 
of spirituality—often by very unintellectual and 
coarse-grained individuals—was mere cant, not en
titled to any respect whatever.
ligious Pharisees of the day is less offensive than 
the cant of pretended mediums who try to conceal 
their fraudulent practices, or of those who ignorantly 
encourage fraud and, parrot-like, repeat what they 
hear. Spirituality stands for the highest in thought 
and conduct; credulity is in proportion to ignorance. 
Doubt is the beginning—but not the end—of wisdom. 
Doubt leads to inquiry, inquiry to investigation, in- 

| vestigation to knowledge and knowledge to satisfac
tion and confidence.

There are profound and all-important truths in 
Spiritualism, and in its highest aspects spirituality is 
its prééminent merit; but mere spiritism is a very 
primitive form of thought, which is far from being 
the ne plus ultra of intellectualism, and is no evi
dence of exalted spiritual and moral development.

The cant of the re-

But the 

change,

THE PSYCHIC FACTOR.*
The interest which is taken in psychical and psy

chological problems is indicated by the number of 
books and essays which appear devoted to discus
sions of the subject. A late work of this kind is from 

the pen of Dr. Charles Van Norden. One feature of 
this work is the large amount of material compressed 
within a small space. The material covers the 

whole of the field treated of, including some subjects 
which until recently would not have been dealt with 

in a psychological treatise. The result is due partly 
to the brevity of style which is a distinguishing fea
ture of the book, and partly to the fact that a com
paratively small space is allowed to what may be re
garded as the basic factors of psychological science. 
Thus only nine pages are allotted to the considera
tion of the feelings and the will, and twenty-five to 

consciousness in general. Probably the reason why 
more space is not devoted to these subjects is their 

supposed ultimate nature. Thus the author affirms 
that consciousness is an ultimate fact and therefore 

does not admit of definition, and the like is said of 
both feeling and will. But is such really the case? 

Much depends, so far as “consciousness” is con
cerned, on what is meant by this term, and we are 

told that it is “a recognition by mind of its mental 
states, an awareness of what is going on within, and 

thus mentality in its last analysis.” That there may 

be no mistake as to the author’s meaning he affirms 

further that the organ of consciousness is primarily 

living matter, and that even the lowest forms of 
life have some dim and shadowy awareness of their 

psychic acts. A distinction is thus made between 
the psychic act and the awareness of it, and as the 

former must precede the latter, we do not see how 

consciousness can be mentality in its last analysis.
It seems to us that Mr. Van Norden does not suf

ficiently distinguish between consciousness and sen
sation, which he informs us is “the psychic correla
tive of a synthesis of sense impressions.” 

basic fact of consciousness is said to be

By Charle«

which wo must suppose to be phy,loZ^5^| 

origin, and thoroioro similar to the chan. , 
brain substance which gives rise to a sensTl'11 ^'B 
sion. The ultimate fact of mentality would th^B 
pear to be change under its psychic 
changes being mental states, the grouping 0! v*B 
is the function of consciousness. This funeu^B 
referred to conciousness by the author, who a® ■ 
that it has another function of supremo import^B 
namely: attention. The real fact would acem Uh’B 
that consciousness is really a phase of attention iv? B 
and that its condition is sensation, in which cuJ'B 
is not entitled to be considered an ultimate fact B 
position which must on the other hand bo allows *B 
sensation. This must, therefore, be granted tofe^B 
ing, which is really only an aspect of sensation,¿B 
also to will if this is distinguished, as it should lB 
from volition, although the author seems to 6pea'<(', ■ 
them as identical. Will is the expression of volfe ■ 
of which consciousness is the condition. Their tr^B 
relation to feeling is stated by the author, whenuB 
says that willing, that is an act of will, “exercise^ ■ 
powerful control over both the thinking and the f^. B 
ing...... We can play upon our cognitive and etuo.1 
tional natures much as a musician can upon his ¡c. | 
strument, the while he—and we—are ourselves if. I 
fected by our own music.”

If consciousness is attention or the state of aware-1 
ness, its function may be said to be association, wblM 
is doubtless what the author intends by the “enchaiJ 
ing and grouping function.” In stating the pr|J 
ciples which govern the grouping of mental stalest» i 
accepts Sir William Hamilton’s law of redintegrauj 
that • ‘those mental states suggest one another which 
have at some previous time formed parts of one met 
tai state.” If we ask what is a mental state, we find! 
no answer to the inquiry, unless it be that it is g 
state of consciousness. But this is a state of aware- 
ness of the changes which constitute mental state. 
According to the philosophy of G. H. Lewes allele- 
mentary mental states are phases of feeling, which 
he properly regards as the real ultimate fact 01 con
sciousness. This is quite different from the teaching 
of Dr. Van Norden, although he remarks that feel
ings “interpenetrate all psychic activities, at all 
times and under all conditions. Waking and sleep
ing in higher and lower nerve centers, and in every 
kind of nerve utterance we feel.” It could not be 
otherwise, seeing that feeling is at the foundation o! 
and forms the elements of all mental activity. Lil-j 
tie objection can be made to the classification oil 
mental states as initiative, habitual, or instinctive, I 
although the statement that all living matter III 
capable of exhibiting these three phases of mind 
may require some qualification. The mere fact tint 
the lowest animal forms, mere masses of protoplasm, 1 
can be induced to take food at first rejected, is very I 
insufficient evidence on which to found so broad rl 
statement as that all living matter can oxhibit initial 
tive. Nevertheless it is probably true if spontaneity | 
may be so regarded. Francis Darwin ascribes plant 1 
movements to irritability aroused by external stlrnu- | 
lus, which is the basis of animal motion. The! 
author devotes a chapter to the influence of menUl 1 
states on organic functions, and he mentions tho nowI 
recognized fact that “diseases may be cured and libl 
ments caused by a new idea.” This is the seoroll 
according to him of the faith cure, mind cure, andl 
Christian science. Mind cure is the exercise of willl 
power, but it can be only through the emotions or I 
feeling, showing that this is the true basis of menliil 
states.

The most interesting part of Dr. Van Norden’s 
book, and that which will be found most valuableloi 
the persons for whom it is intended, is the section Oil 

subconsciousness, by which is meant mental slates 
that are neither conscious nor unconscious. The] 

subconscious is said to include what has become id- 
tomatic and impersonal, although not so originiUM 

and such mental activities as have been termed "ui-| 
conscious cerebration.” It embraces also tho psyohlo 

phenomena of sleep and somnambulism, as well« 

“hypnosis and those subtle powers of the bumM 

mind which hitherto have been claimed for sorotty
•“The Piychlc Factor.” An Outline of Psychology.

Van Norden, D. D., LL. D„ late President of Elmir* College. New 
York: D. Appleton & Co. Pp. 338.
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THE LAW AND THE PROPHETS,'

appear to be another difficulty arising from the re
lation of the earth to the sun. The action of the 
sun on the earth is spoken of as reflex, that is as ex
hibiting the operation upon it of the zodiacal constel
lations and of the planets, but surely the direct action 
of the sun must be greaterthan that of the planets and 
constellations combined. Possibly however the sun 
may bo regarded as a common quantity and there
fore not necessary to be taken directly into account. 
However this may be, there is something very in
genious in the arrangement of the human figure 
within the zodiacal circle, to show the anatomical 
relations of the twelve signs. These are given in a

On all these subjects the author has acute ob- -I description and identity, but when, by a series of re
markable man eu v res on the part of the spirits, they

of their own and develop a separate conscious
ness.

. ggrvations; as that a somnambule is a person who I 
jets his dream. Hypnosis is said to be induced sleep, 
Induced dreaming, and induced somnambulism; its es-

“each planet and Bun, which are aggregations ol 
affect every other planet and sun.” All 

alike are magneta with attractive and repellent pow-

known.” This is the author’s prophecy and there is 
no reason why we should not wish it to come true. 
Apart from its zodiacal information, his work con
tains some practical teaohing on social ethics.

pd spiritism, and which now we have come to name I by spirits and mortals, to devote my powers of me- 
LjQUght-transference and lucidity.” Such is the case I diumship to the service of the world, and thus I sat | atoms, 

with hallucination, and dual and multiple per- I constantly for nearly two years u apublictestme- 
ggjudlty, and the subconscious automatic states, which I dium. Being young, enthusiastic, and gifted with \ er» or qualities, and it is on their mutual action that
»¡e quite independent of the ego, and form a person- I nearly Jvery phase of spiritual power, I became \ is based the system of Astrology, the old name for

popular, and widely renowned for test» of spirit | the Occult Astronomy. Occult Forces, Hidden Wis
dom, etc., which the author distinguishes from the 
••material astronomy" of our time. He claims that 

managed to compel me to take the platform as an in- \ the system developed in “The Law and the Proph- 
_.,1,___ ______ spirational Speaker, they insisted upon my giving | els” is the result of mathematical investigation into
| gonlial feature thusbeing the induction. The patient is I up entirely my test mediumship, urging that the in- | the action of other planets of our system in their

I 6Ubconsoious as in ordinary sleep. The author is no I fluences by which people’s spirit friends could give | relations to the earth, and that the human organism

■ doubt correct in asserting that the secondary person- I tests of their identity, were totally different from the | has been the instrument through which such action
■ »lily ol hypnosis ie only intensified deep personality, I inspiration by which a certain band of teaching 

sHhough this statement throws little light on the I spirits could impress upon the brain, philosophic and
I actual nature of the phenomenon. He is inclined to I f 

E accept the view believed in by Mr. F. W. H. Myers I 
L that “every cell in our bodies has its own cellular I > 

personality with its own particular memory, and
E that every combination of cells in or associated with 
K limbs or organs develop composite personalities with 
■ associate memories.” This alone would hardly ac- 

count for the appearance of personalities which dif- 
|. fer from the normal one only in being restricted to 
I a particular period in the life of the individual ex- 

I E hibiting them. Hypnosis differs from sleep in that 
V It develops in the fullest degree the natural possibil- 
E Ities of the subconscious, and its great psychological 1 
K value “lies in the fact that it furnishes a method for I 
I cleaving the strata of consciousness, for analyzing
■ the workings of the mental machinery, and for 
K studying in detail the mental processes.” This is 
K an important truth, but it must not be forgotten that 
I analysis presupposes prior synthesis, and however 
F the former may be carried it cannot destroy the 
| organic, and therefore the psychical, unity of the 
K individual.
■ No great light is thrown by the author on the con- 
E’ ditions of thought-transference, which he accepts as 
I an established fact, but he points out that it permits

of knowledge being .obtained otherwise than by sen
sation without our being aware of the source. He 
also accepts the truth of lucidity or “second sight;” 
and he justly remarks thatr it aims a deadly blow at 
the sensational philosophy. For “sensational” let 
tfe substitute “experiential,” however, and then the 
phenomena of both thought-transference and second- 
sight can be brought in line with those of sensation.

I It is different with hallucination which, as the “ex
ternalizing of ideas,” cannot add anything to what 
was already in the experiences which originated 
those ideas. Dr. Van Norden’s work contains some 
very suggestive remarks on the subject of criminal- 

' ity, and he mentions, as has been pointed out by 
other writers, that we ought to distinguish between 
guilt and criminality, of which the former is an eth
ical and the latter a scientific, and we might add a 
legal, fact. We have not space to refer particularly 
to tho second part of Dr. Van Norden’s work, which 
treats of the mind in detail, further than has been 
done incidentally already. He gives an interesting 

E account of the evolution of the sensory organs, 
E which he classifies according to tho species of stimu- 
K. Iu8 apart from feeling, as they are inseparable. 
I He quotes as important a remark of 
[ Lotze, which the author endorses, that “all efforts 

to demonstrate how It comes about that the merely 
t physical motion gradually passes over into sensation 

are wholly in vain.” The section dealing with the 
analysis of the cognitive powers is one of the best in 

E tho book, which, in spite of some defects, will be
■ found to be of essential service to students and
■ Others interested in psychology.

has been tested.
In theory all this 16 very good, and It seems rea

sonable to say * "whatever changes are producedin 
the magnetic condition of the earth, produce a like 
change in the condition of all human magnets upon 
it.” There are, however, certain practical difficul
ties in the way which would seem to modify greatly

far-reaching religious principles.
Although I still saw, and could then, and can now, 

describe spirits attending upon members of my con
gregations, the teaching spirits strictly forbade my 
doing so, assuring me that such practices would 
destroy the influences so necessary to be devoted | the value of such a generalization. We know that 

 

wholly to the power of my inspirers; and, besides | all substances are not equally magnetic, and among 

 

lowering and.even neutralizing that power, they in- | human beings there is a similar variety, while the 
sisted that such phenomena as could be given in a | magnetic condition of the earth may be regarded as 

 

heterogeneous audience would only be partial; liable | remaining constant, so that all individuals cannot be 

 

to error, satisfactory to the very few, but above all, | affected by planetary influences alike. There would 
would tend to lower what should be the high and 
holy character of religious meetings into a mere ex
hibition, and that too often an unworthy one. Hun
dreds of times I have proved the truth of these re
marks, and both by letters and interviews, hundreds 
of times I have been reminded of them through the 
-bitter complaints made to me by religiously inclined 
and educated people of the present day, in comment
ing upon the scenes they witness and shrink from in 
disgust, in the conduct of all too many of the Sunday 
un-spiritual meetings of our own time.

From a contribution in the Light of Truth, Mrs.
1 Britten reproduces the following: Just now* Spirit-
5 ualism, in some places, is cursed with a swarm of I chapter on “Symbolism,” which refers also to the 

 

guessing mediums who think, or seem to think, they | peculiar position occupied by the snake in ancient 
are psychometrists and test mediums; and managers | symbolism, due to the observation by the ancients of 
are introducing such to their audiences, not only to | the resemblance of many of its attributes to the ac- 
the detriment of the cause, but of themselves. The I tlvities of nature. The work contains many other 
introduction of such, as specimens of what Spiritual- | curious things, including numerous planetary delin- 

 

ism can do, is a positive injury to both the medium | eations, some intended specially for the diagnosing 
and the cause. When strangers go to a Spiritualist 
meeting and see such an exhibition, they are a thou
sand times more likely to go away with the impres
sion that they have been to a fourth-rate “Punch 
and Judy” show, than they are to retire with an ex
alted idea of the philosophy we are inviting them to 
take, in the place of their religion....... When I 
reached California I was told by persons, who sup-1 souls to the universe.’ 

 

posed they regretted such a state of things, that | cated to those who wish to become qualified to min- 

 

without this show phase, no speaker could get or | ister to the masses, as teachers, physicians, healers, 

 

hold an audience. I answered, When it requires | and clergymen, as well as the delvers into Mystic 
such exhibitions to iuduce people to hear a few | Secrets. Certainly the book is full of curious in

 

minutes’ talk from me on our philosophy, I shall take | formation, fully illustrated, and it is to be hoped 

 

it as evidence that they are not ripe for Spiritualism | that the author will not be disappointed in his ex- 
and shall vacate the field.

HOW TO IMPROVE SPIRITUAL MEETINGS.
In an article in Light under the caption “llo w to 

Improve Our Spiritual Meetings,” Mrs. Emma Har- 
dinge Britten says:

When, during my first visit to America—some 
thirty-five years ago—I found in Spiritualism the 
solution to my early childhood's wonderful and 
^herwise inexplicable "supernaturalism,” I became 

impress my newly-discovered belief upon 
g me. Hence I was easily persuaded, both

•The Law and tho Prophète. A aclentitle work on the Relationship 
between Physical Bodies, Vegetable, Animal, Uuman, and Planetary. 
Designed for the Instruction and Guidance of Students In the Occult 
Sciences. By Prank Karl Ormsby, A Magian Mystic. Illustrated. 
Chicago. 1803. Price, 810.00.

of diseases, planetary phrenology and physiognomy, 
and a magnetic co-ordination chart, which is de
signed for study by those about to marry. It must 
not be regarded, however, from the standpoint of 
the ordinary astrological books. The aim of the 
author is to do something to benefit the world, and 
he speaks of the work as * ‘a formal introduction of

It is fitly, therefore, dedi-

pectation of meeting with angels in human guise, as 
the result of his teachings, when he becomes re
incarnated in the year 2180 or thereabouts, in the 
Rocky Mountain region. Mystics from the Orient 

“The Law and the Prophets,” the title of a work | anQ the Occident are to bring to earth a new dawn 
sent us by the author, signifies, we are told, the eter- | that section of tho country, which is to be “the 
nal fixed principles in nature, the prophets signify- | grandest and most beautiful the world has ever 
ing “the Students of the Law who become Prophets 
as they attain to an understanding of the Law.” By 
the fixed principles in nature, are meant the attrac
tive quality and the magnetic vibration supposed to 
be inherent in every particle of matter, and there
fore in all bodies. The magnetic vibration is trans
mitted from atom to atom, as from planet to planet, 
through the medium of the ether, which pervades all 
substances as all space. According to the law form
ulated by Newton,, every atom in the universe at
tracts every other atom according to its density and 
inversely according to its distance. And so each 
human being affects every other human being, and

Says a writer in Light: The question is no longer, 
“Do these phenomena occur?” but simply, “How 
are they produced?” The theory of “subliminal 
consciousness” is the only rival in the field, and that 
is acknowledged by its projectors to cover only some 
of the facts. The ide.a that we practice deception 
upon ourselves by ourselves, in a way no one can ex
plain or understand, does not very easily recommend 
itself to any but those who seek to escape at any cost 
from accepting the hypothesis of the Spiritualist. 
Nevertheless, the suggestion has been very fruitful. 
It has made room for the thin end of the wedge, and 
denotes a “change of front” among men of science.
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WALT WHITMAN.
BT St. Geoiiuk Bkht.

To him who aaog of battle,
Tho gathering cloud of war, thaclaah of arm«.
The roll of drums, tho clutter of capnriaonci! 

horse,
Tho deafening cannonade, the fume of powder-

Tho sortie and repulse;
mowed down like stubble in tho cyclone's 

tlh—
(Confusion, chaos, black destruction all about:)— 
To him again, to whom tho love of man, peace. 
Union, brotherhood, were more than vain chim

eric dreams;
Who in tho stars, sun, moon, rainfall, flowers. 
And tiniest grassblndo sow tho handiwork

Of the Creative Mind:
(Not tho evolutionary flnale of jumbling chance;) 
To him onco more, whoso notes were like tho 

tbundor-volco of Jove,
Or the beating bf tho salt sea upon the sullen 

shore—
Prepared for his brave utterance in tho dim fore

ground of the past—
(Wo are all old)—

It may be In the blind Homer's legendary ago, 
Or in the days when there wore giants in the 

earth :—
To him, the index of a new race, charitable and 

broad,
This paean-hymn I raise.

To celebrate tho dawning victory of his unfet
tered speech.

SPIRITUAL TELEGRAPHY.
To the Editor: Every electric tele

graph office is a bureau o! exchange, a 
place where phenomena messages are sent 
from one to another by the (once mysteri
ous) force called electricity, the laws of 
which have lately been mastered and there 
is now no longer any mystery in forcing 
raps and sounds through a wire, the phe
nomena of which become intelligent mat
ter at the distant end. Spiritual tele
graphy has its laws also and these are suf- 

> fl cien Uy known to enable many to erect 
[ lines of current, establish a circuit and 

exchange messages with spiritual beings.
The question now arises, whether it is 

not time that some effort should be made 
to establish more regular or central ex
changes, so that friends on either side 
might know where and when they might 
have an opportunity of regular commun
ion. That our friends on the other side 
will be only too pleased to lend every as
sistance we may feel certain. We not only 
gather this assurance from Julia (Mr. 
Stead’s control), but from many commu
nications do we learn that the spirit’s great 
desire is to communicate with and assist 
friends upon earth; that they are availa
ble also for assisting the mutual friend
ship between earthly friends, we have 
many proofs. In a copy of “Daybreak" 
now before me,I read of a lady who wishing 
to communicate with another lady friend 
at a short distance, formulated a message 
for the electric telegraph and despatched 
it by that means, but as smart as elec
tricity is, there are smarter agencies. 
When the ladies met, the one said, “You 
sent me a message this morning?’’ “Yes" 
was the reply, “I sent you a telegram." 
But before that, replied the other, I re
ceived a message (meaning a spirit mes
sage). I heard it quite distinctly convey
ing the same language as we afterwards 
received by wire. That this was not an 
ordinary thought transference, or tele
pathy we hear so much about is proved 
by the sequel. On the lady afterwards tak
ing her pencil in her hand, her coutrol 
wrote: “Your friend told you that I went to 
her and told her that you would send the 
carriage for her at 1 o’clock.” That (if 
reliable, and I have no reason to doubt it,) 
is evidence positive of, spirit waking, and 
not thought-transference. I cannot accept 
the theory of transference of thought in 
distance from one to another by some un
known law or process independent of spirit 
action; but, I can clearly see that little 
difficulty'exists in corresponding with an
other person 10,000 miles away, providing 
both are sufficiently mediumistic to allow 
the spirit friends to approach them at 
will, and having a constant control at
tached to either or both.

I look upon spiritual telegraphy (call it 
by what name you please) as an infant 
that will soon grow and become the won
der of the age, but Spiritualists must be 

and central offices must be

I One of the most remarkable experiments 
I in the history of criminal investigation is 
I being made here in the Do Jong murder 
I mystery, says a dispatch from. Amsterdam. 
I The police have given up searching for the 

bodies of the womon Do Jong is supposed 
to have murdered and have turned the 
case over to Dr. Van Renterghen, of this 

' city, who, under tho pretense of oxamin- 
r...___ ._o_. 21..o ■""I

hypnotize him. An attempt will then be 
made to induce De Jong to tell where he 
has hidden the bodies of his two wives. 
Tho case is at present attracting great at
tention in Europe in all circles, and if tho 
experiment proves a success it will revolu
tionize the methods of the police of the 

-«r- - . world. An eminent physician from The
trial, the story of I Hague will assist Dr. Van Renterghen.

established for the purpose and mediums I with a meaning behind the symbolism 01 
must be set apart for the work; reliable I form and color and law, to which I find 
mediums will produce reliable controls, I no lexicon but mind. This makes me 
messages so received and forwarded to I hope noble things at last, 
their earthly addresses would soon con
vince the most skeptical that there was 
something in Spiritualism beside fraud— 
and would be the means of establishing 
the truth beyond all doubt. I feel sure 
that on the other side they would be ever 
ready to lake advantage of such centres 
where they could communicate with regu
larity, but now owing to all earthly re
jection of all that is spiritual they get no I „„„ __ „____________
chance of doing so except one here and I ing the prisoner regarding his health, will 
another there. It would do more to estab-1 ' •• . ... *
lish a spiritual reign upon the earth than 
all the books that can be written, it would 
bring home direct truths to many a heart 
that would never find it through reading 
spiritual works. I may be wrong, but I 
take my ideas of these requirements from 
the remarks of many spirit friends, any
way it is worth a I.“’. 1*17 —z'
“Jacob's Ladder” shows us there is no I Until the results of the efforts of the phy- 
difflculty in the way when proper means I slcians become known the case promises 
of communication is established between I to remain as deep a mystery as ever. No 
the heavens and the earth. I police ever had a more. baffling array of

A. Queenlander. | circumstances to deal with in a oase of a 
similar nature, except in the Jack the 
Ripper tragedies of Whitechapel, The 
body of the woman found recently at Am- 
stit Is not that of Miss Schmitz, one of the 
supposed victims of De Jong, but that of 
a girl who has been missing for some time. 
The body of Miss Sarah Juett, another of 
the women supposed to have been mur- 

~ • •• - ■ . De

THE HOPE OF IMMORTALITY.
The following is from an editorial which 

appeared in the Index when that paper 
was edited by Francis E. Abbot:

The soul asks no leave to be; it is here, au
the supreme fact of all I know. Death I dered by De Jong, is still missing. 
creates no presumption of its extinction I Jong was taken into the room where the 
except on premises that would deny its I body of the newly found corpse was lying, 
existence here. I can only believe in my I He viewed the body without showing any 
consciousness now in utter defiance of all I trace of emotion and declared the remains 
physicism; it is no harder to believe in my I were not those of Miss Schmitz. He added 
consciousness hereafter. Molecules, if I I that the Miss Schmitz would reappear be- 
stick to them, conduct me to other mole- I fore long safe and sound. De Jong main- 
cules or their combinations, but never to tains an insolent attitude. He offered to 
my consciousness; I cannot believe in my bet a police magistrate before whom he 
consciousness at all without abandoning had been arraigned that the authorities 
them, and leaping the vast chasm between I would be obliged to liberate him within a 
the physical and the spiritual. Yet here I fortnight.
I am, believing more certainly in my con- ' 
sciousness than in the molecules; it is 
idiocy to doubt it. Logic declares to me: 
“Of two things, one—either adhere to 
physics and deny your consciousness now, 
or adhere to your consciousness^ and ad
mit that physics can raise no faintest pre- 
sumptiod against its continuance forever. ” 
The man has not yet been bom who, un
derstanding that, can break its force. I 
obey logic; I plead no fanciful intuition; 
I insist on reason, and will not be put off 
with faith, orthodox or materialistic.

But all this is only to sweep away the 
ignorant pretentiousness of negations that 
have no logical foundation. Why do I 
hope for a future life?

Let me be frank with myself; 1 am not I Which makes rich, healthy blood, and
very anxious for it, and contemplate my I thus gives strength to the nerves, clas-
own lot in this vast universe with in vinci- I ticity to the muscles, vigor to the brain
ble sangfroid. It is no consideration of I in and health to the whole body. In
my own destiny that kindles a powerful I truth, Hood’s Sarsaparilla
hope. It is when I stand beside I « f f
the grave of those I love, or in my thought lYiakeS the Weak Strong 
shrink from the stroke that no prayers or « tt « 1^ 1. rr_tears can avert, that the longing fir the I0IK1p±a?edy™lv by
deathlessness of beloved spirits overmas- ci’i. 'aixl &*00., Lowell, Jlaes 
ters me. It is when I behold the Hima* I ,
laya heights of humanity—the Socrates’, 
the Spinozas, the Emersons, the rare 
peaks of spiritual greatness that seem Works of Instruction in 
evermore bathed in the pure sunlight of I 
the ideal—it is then that the hope blazes I «_«\ * r-^ ««j z—x-r-■ c« r/j
forth, and refuses to be quenched. And I “Yr INU I lOIVIj

MESMERISM, AND 
ANIMAL MAGNETISM.

That Tired Feeling
So common at this season, is a serious 
condition, liable to lead to disastrous 
results. It is.a sure sign of declining 
health tone, and that the blood is im
poverished and impure The best and 
most successful remedy is found in

HOOD’S

the great ground of this hope is the im
measurable value of the human soul. Just I 
in proportion as I realize that, and com
prehend that a splendid soul is the very I 
chef-d* œuvre of nature, the artistic mas
terpiece of creativeness, the glorious I 
efflorescence of a lapsed eternity, do I also 
become permeated and saturated with the I 
hope that nature who creates shall be wise I 
enough to preserve. On the one hand the I 
beauty and the sublimity of humanity— I 
on the other hand its imperfections and I 
incompleteness, even in its grandest I 
growth—these strike upon the slumber* I 
ing hope'like the spark upon the tinder, 
and kindle it to a flame. Fluctuate 
though it must with the varying 
moods of mind and the shifting scenes of 
life, this hope grows strong and vigorous 
under all Influences that exalt my appre
ciation of the intrinsic worth and dignity 
of the human soul. This is the chief 
ground of hope, as hinting the deeper pur
poses of nature, and suggesting to thought 
a possible reason of man's existence and a 
possible destiny that awaits him. It is 
not the only ground; the great question 
whether nature is only mechanical or 
whether the mechanism is the utterance of 
universal mind connects itself with the 
question of human destiny. To me the 
cosmos is a vast system of hieroglyphics,

PLAY OF THE PLANETS
This New Star Study in Occult 

Astronomy Contains:
, i. A system for finding the positions of the phi 
in our solar system any day during seventy-fire ya,, 
of this century'. This knowledge has for axetl— 
held in secrecy.

Note—This information in any other form, if itwtn 
published, would cost from seventy-five to one h—' 
dred dollars.

3. This system also contains a chart which win pre 
the positions and orderly movements of the planeti fa 
all past present and future centuries, with one annul 
correction, which makes it the greatest astronomiul 
device ever invented by man.

3. The chart also gives the moon's relations to the 
earth and sun, and the regularity ol its phases, ford 
time, in like manner.

4. Tho study contains a book on the occult "——hi 
of the positions and relation of the stars as they operate 
upon the earth, and influence human life.

5. The work contains the Zodiac, and explain) in 
signs.

6. The signs of the planets, the harmony andinhar. 
mony of their polarities is a feature of the study,

7. The effect of the planets upon human life, and 
the tendency to yield to their vibrations, is clearly 
stated.

8. The comparative force and energy of the 
of the planets to the earth, is fully illustrated a 
plained.

9. The affinity existing between some magnets u 
illustrated.

10. The pure teachings of ancient astronomen
illustrated and explained. . . .

11. This study contains the basic principles upon 
which rests all of the Occult Wisdom, of both the 
Orient and the Occident, and explains and teaches in 
language comprehensible by all the otcrnal truths of 
infinity.

12. The closing pages reveal some of the wondersof 
time and space, of distance and motion, of power and 
force, of greatness and grandeur, and presents a pic
ture to the mind’s eye, which shows the wonderful re
lation and action of worlds, suns and systems, in 
all their glory and majesty.

This wonderful knowledge simplified and brought 
within the reach of all, for the small sum of
SI.OO, postpaid, upon receipt of price.

The Society for Payob leal reaearoh la engaged In 
the investigation of the phenomena of Thought- 
transference,Clairvoyance, Apparitions and Haunted 
Houses, Spiritualistic Phenomena, etc., andevidence 
In connection with those different groupsof phenom
ena Is published from time to time In the fl. P. R. 
Journal and Proceedings, to whloh associate mem
bers (dues 15.00 por annum) are entitled.

Persons who have had psychical oxperlenceiof any 
kind are earnestly requested to commnnlosto them 
directly to the Secrotary of the American Branoh, 
or to the editor of The IlELiaio-PniLOBOPniOAL, 
Journal, with as much corroborative testimony 
as possible; and a special appeal Is made to thoee 
who havo had experiences justifying tho spiritual* 
Istlo belief.

Information concerning the Boolety can be obtained 
I from

BIOHARD HODGSON, LL.D. 
Secretary for America,

S Hoyleton Place, Boston, Mau.

Sarsaparilla

Hypnotiinn: Its History and Present De
velopment. By Frederiok Bjornatrom, M. D. Au
thorised translation from the [Swedish, by Baron 
Mils Posse, M. O. Paper Corers. Price 80 oents.

For sgla. wholesale and retail, at Ths Riligkf 
Philubothiotll Journal office.

SECULAR THOUGHT.
A Journal of Llboral Opinion and I’rogroBi. J. 

SPENCEll ELLIS, Editor; C. M. ELLIS, Publisher. 
10« Adolnldo Street, Weal Toronto, Canada. Tomi 
12.00 per year.

For aale, wholesale and retail, 
Philosophical Journal Offloe
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h Without Paia.

I■» Mm K R 
NMmM Un.

Liver Complaint, Mental Dyepepita, and 
Headache:

BACHELOR HOUSEKEEPING.
Ms to pro lem.

Bis wife’s »way.
¿(I Mnawhll* you can make a mem— 

Lite isn't play.

IsBtosps In all tbe beds In turn,
<f**aM make bls wife’s face act mid stern 
I](bsnsald see bow tblngs lire mussed 
Maos she went off In placid trust 
ftalthinxs would stay where they were left 
Xfklle her dear hubby wa* bereft.
jBi bureau drawers are half-pulled out, 
With shirts and socks strewn nil about 
fb* fioor, because bo tried one day 
fa tad a shirt she'd put away,'
Tbs pulor hasn't once been swept, 
■HoM cigar stumps he baa kept

■ Cpsc the center table, where
‘ ftatechanced to be a small place bare.

O«tln tho kitebon In a pile
Its al) the dishes gathered while
Hit Indolent, though loving, spouse 
Hat been a bachelor keeping house.
The pile will grow without a doubt

; At long as tho supply holds out,
■ Thin bo’ll brace up, when need confronts, 
» Andwaih tho whole lot up at once.
I Ths whole bouse bus a musty air

Of Halo tobacco; everywhere 
a Newspapers litter up the floor— 
I hndl could tell you of much more 
F Which, if his dear wife knew of it,
■ Would make her fall down in a lit.

cull to understand the failure in power of 
such n mind. It may be that she waa, as 
De Quincey says, in spile of her MmpUo* 
ity. too ardent and fiery a creature, or waa 
consumed by that aelf-repreaaion and self- 

, conflict which he found sometimes dis
tressing tn her. But, surely. In such ap
parent feeblenees as Miss Wordsworth*! 
In her later life we must find only th« 
“temporary obscuration of a noble mind.* 
Henry Crabbe Robinson quotes two fine 
lines from Goethe's “Tasso” which apply 
with unerring truth to the original and 
permanent beauty, freshness and force of 
Miss Wordsworth's thought:
“These are not phantoms bred within the 

brain ;
I I know they are eternal, for they are.**

Cures Viovks on tygjene. etc.

Cure You
AYER’S

Sarsaparilla
MAKES

THE
CELIA THAXTER.

Boston, Aug. 27.—A telegram from the I 
Isles of tiliottls says that Celia Thaxler, I 
the authoress, died there suddenly last I 
night and that the funeral services will 
be held Tuesday afternoon at the Apple- 
dore House. Celia Leighton Thaxler was 

| born in Portsmouth, N. II., .lune 29, 
I 1830. Iler father, Thomas B. heighten, . a —
I took her when she was a child to the Isle I Evolutionary Thought.” 
I of Shoals, where she spent most of her I _. _ °
I life at Appledore. She married there I 
1 Levi Lincoln Thaxler, of Watertown, 
I Mass., in 1851. The world is in a great' 
I measure indebted to the late James Rue- 
I sell Lowell for the pleasure they have de-
I rived from reading the exquisite poems of I n..l—
I Celia Thaxler, for it was he who discov-1 »he Independent Pulpit. 
I cred her genius. After the publication of | 
I her first verses in the Atlantic Monthly, I 
I she had many calls for her work, and at I 
I last, persuaded by the urgent wishes of I 
I her friends, John G. Whittier, James T. I 
I Fields, and others, she issued her first 
I volume of poems in 1871, and later the | 
I prose work “Among the Isles of Shoals.” 
I Her other books are: “Dnflweed.” 
I “Poems for Children,” and “Cruise of the 
I Mystery, and Other Poems."
I finest of her single poems may be men-
I tioned: 
I yard,” 

r _ I Watch of Boone Island,” .
i From an interesting article contributed I per,” “A Tryst,” and "The Song Spar- i 
Io Unity by Lucy Goddard Stiles, we I row.” 
give the following extract: I ____________

I "A short sketch of Miss Wordsworth I »
must be all too inadequate. It is no I New York, Aug. 20.—Mrs. Edward L. 
slight thing to trace such an influence as I Youmans, aged 75, widow of the founder 
hers. It would also be of interest to read I Popular Science Monthly, died to
tally the accounts given of her by her I c»aJ’ heart failure at her summer home 
friends, most or whom belong to the group p"— M~ ^>,..1.. n.m.
of men and women who have added to 
the magical beauty of the Lake Region. | 
Among them, Coleridge, Sara Coleridge, 
De Quincey, Crabbe Robinson, Mrs.

I Fletcher, and, greatest of all witnesses to 
her power and influence, Wordsworth 
himself. An inimitable description from 
Coleridge cannot be omitted: 'Words- 

¡ worth aud his exquisite sister are with 
me. She is a woman indeed—in mind, I 
mean, and in heart; for her person is such 
that if you expected to see a pretty 
woman you would think her ordinary, if 
you expected to see an ordinary woman 
you would think her pretty; but her man
ners are simple, ardent, and impres
sive. In every motion her inno- 
oent8oul outbeams so brightly that those 
who saw her would say, 'Guilt was a 
thing impossible with her.’ Her infor
mation various, her eye watchful in un
limited observation of nature, and her 
taste a perfect electrometer.”

Miss Wordsworth subordinated her own 
high talents to the genius of her brother, 
and her own life to his life. His prophcoy 
of her in his poem, “To a young lady who 
has been reproached for taking long walks 
In the countpy,” was never fulfilled. She 
never married but remained his inspira
tion and consolation to the end. In a let
ter from Henry Crabbe Robinson to Miss 
Fonwiok, during Dorothy’s long illness 
and toward the close of both their lives, 
he writes: “Mrs. Wordsworth says that 
almost the only enjoyment Worsworth 
seems to feel is his attendance on Dorothy, 
and that her death would be to him a sad 
calamity.” Miss Wordsworth possessed 
talents of a very unusual order. Her 

i Journal, published a few years ago, con
tains exquisite descriptions of natural 
beauty. It shows the rare sympathy of a 
poetic soul with the loveliness of nature. 
The journal, kept during the many tours 
made with her brother in England and on 

|lhe Continent, contains oftentimes do- 
lons In exquisitely poetical prose of 
scenes which Wordsworth embodies

It is strange that a long 
illneaa should follow a life 

and physical ac- 
It is difli-

Ob, things have gone to wreck and wrack 
While she’s away.

And yon can bet when she comes back 
Life won’t be play.

—Somerville Journal.

DOROTHY WORDSWORTH.

Lt»d ih* Cure of

WEAK

STRONG

“The Progress of
The OponlnQ JVddrann t»u
B. F. UNDERWOOD, th* Chairman, 

before the Concrea* of Evolution held tn Chic tan 
Septembermh,nth and IMh. Price, t cent» Fes 
•ale at the offlce of TUB Jo CM AL.

A Liberal monthly, devoted to the true, the been- 
Uf ul and the good In science, philosophy an d ethic* 
J. D. 811AW. Editor and 1‘ropertelor. Ween Tein*. 
Term», 11.50 a year.

cmzENsmp is the moat Important »object o 
theaay. Il » vital to a |wople 
and a nation. Every one »hould 
studs It syatemaUcally. Writ« 

for the plan of the 00LUMRIAN COl.l.KC.K OF 
 —-------  CITIZENSHIP. Incorporatad and endorsed by 
Amon? the I lca<MnK clUsens and educators everywhere. Mem- 

. _ •---- __------- | berablp anywhere as Indicated or as circle». Oraan-
-----a-- r------------------ ----------------- ■ | Ixc your neighborhood. Lecturer* and orgsniswrs 

“Courage,” “Kittery Church-I wnnVc<1 Addrcashno N. Lincoln street. Chicago, in. 
‘The Spaniards’ Gravefi," ’“The | 1 ' ”

'e’oohno- I«*8 ««*** 8AM*CUMS______f
IPRICE SOCOfTS. AlL DRUGGISTsfcir ^

in Ridgefield, Conn. Mrs. Charles Dud* 
ley Warner was with her when she died. 
The deceased was born in Glens Falls, 
this State. Her first husband was Wil
liam Lee, a lawyer and a Harvard gradu
ate, who was Chief Justice in the Sand
wich Islands under one of the Kamehame- 
has. She went to Honolulu on a whaler 
to marry him, and the ceremony was per
formed on shipboard. She lived on the 
islands a number of years until her hus
band died, leaving her a fortune. Re
turning to this, city, she made her home 
on Bond street, and was conspicuous in 
the literary circles which made that thor- 

I o ugh fare famous in the days when Wil
liam Cullen Bryant, Bayard Taylor, 
George Ripley, Charles Dudley Warner, 
and others used to meet there. ” 
ceptions were noted for bringing together 
the brightest literary minds of the day. It 
was while living there that she met and 
married her second busband, Edward L. 
Youmans. She had no children.

Her re-

non can easily have lhebest If 
IMI you only insist upon it.
Theyaremade forcookii^ and 

heating,in every conceivable style 
and size, for <»ny kindof fud and 
with prices from *10 to *70. 
Thegenulne all bear this trade- 

mark and are sold with a tvritfm 
guarantee, first class merchants 
everywhere handle them.

The MkNAm Stow Company, 
uacnr MAKimor stoves ano ranchini

HAY-FEVER
LIGHT ON THE PATH.

With Notes and Comments.
A treatise for tho personal use of those who art 

Ignorant of the Eastern Wisdom, and who desire to 
enter within Its Influence.

Written down oy M. C.
Price, cloth bound. <0 cents; paper cover 25 cents. 
For sale, wholesale and retell, at Tn 1 RBLIOIO- 

Philosophical Journal Office

quitefuünfwhM

-And Permanent 
Binding for Music, 
PtriodicalR.l’hotoa 
of Goods, Sampica 
of intrica, etc.

PLANCHETTE
The Scientific Planchette.

Improved from the Original 
Pattern of 1860.

Many devices and Instr auients have been invented 
since Planchette first appeared but none of them 
haveever answered the purpose bo well.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE.
Place Planchette on a sheet of paper (printing or 

wrapping paper will answer), then place the hand 
lightly on tho board; in a few minutes it begins to 
move and is ready to answer mental or spoken ques
tions. It will not work for everybody; but when a 
party of tnree or four come togothor It l almost cer
tain that some one of the number will have the 
peculiar power necessary to enablo Planchette to 
display its mysterious workings, f one be unsuc
cessful let two try It together.

That Planchette Is capable of affording constant 
entertainment Is well established by thirty years' 
use, nor Is it less likely to afford Instruction. In
numerable cases are of record where It has been the 
means of conveying messages from spirits to mor
tals. Planchette offers a wide and never ending 
field for speculation and exporiment.

Price, 76 conta. Sent by mall paoked n straw
board box free of postage.

For aale, wholesale and retail, at TH! KELIGIO- 
Philosophical journal Offioe.

its Care and Culturr
By J Mortimer Uru
■Oded » p»|M>r

of a Girl.” and 
It» rrUvll prlrr 

exual Physio
A Sclentinc and popul* U‘>n or tu* Fan-
damcntwl Problem in W By It. T. Trail
M. D. Price, by mall.I «or» haa rapidly
l»*»**4 throUK-li torly edition». an<l the demand 

valuable work 
trail on*.

Fruit and Bn-ad.
A Natural and Fderunc INCL By Gn»tav 
Schhckcyaen. Tran*luted from tho German, by 
M 1.. l!olbr«K>k. M II. In addition It ■ 
lain* a Complet* and Radical CwfW ioi 
perance, by the l *e of a Veretabla a 
Diet. By Cha*. O. Groom Napier, 
paee*. l-rica.ll.

From the Cradle lo the School.
By Bertha Meyer. The Uichu of Oiidren. By 
Herbert Spencer. The Government of Children 
By M. L. Holbrook. M 11. Price, by mall, cloth 
fl. "It I* a b<H>k worthy to be rank*d with U 

i beat that ha» ev.-r t*en • rlttcn concerning the 
training of children."— (Bazar.

Muscle-Beating; or. Home Gymnastics fol 
Sick and Well.

By C. Kemm. manacer of the symnaaiam of 
llega. Price, 30 cents.

Marriage and Parentage.
Their Sanitary and l’hy»lolo<leal Relations, and 
their bearlnit on the producing of children 
of finer health and greater ability. By M. L. 
Holbrook. M. D. Price. 11. The Scientific 
American »ay»: "Book» on thl» »abject are 
naually written by ‘ crank».’ but this 1» radically 
different: It 1» »dentine.sober.clean.and worthy 
of conscientious consideration by every possible 
parent, and particular!y by the young. ’

The Diet Cure.
The Relations of Food anil Drink to Health, Dis
ease. Cure. By T. L. Nichols, M. D. Price,cloth, 
60 cents.

Medical Hints on the Protection and Man
agement of the Singing Voice.

By Lenox Brown, F. R. C. 8. 20lh thousand. 3 
cents.

Deep Breathing; or. Lung Gymnastics. •,
Price, cloth, 50 cents.

How to Strengthen the Memory; or. Nat
ural, Scientific Methods of Never 
Forgetting.

By M. L. Holbrook, M. D. Price, cloth, IL The 
New New York Independent says: "The meth
ods advised are all natural, philosophical and ’ 
the work entirely practical.”

Studies in the Outlying Fields of Psychic 
Science.

By Hudson Tuttle. Price.11.25 “Mr. Tuttle’s 
hand has lost none of Ils cunning. He Is one of 
the half dozen writers on the subject In America 
who never write unless the y have something to 
•ay, and tuny bo trusted to say It well."— 
LStalnton Moses In Light (Eng).

The Child: Physically and Morally. 
According to the Teachings of Hygienic Science. 
By Bertha Meyer. Price, paper. 50 cents ;clolh, 
75. Mrs. Meyer is one of those writers who Ilf is 
her readers to a higher level of thought, and 
enthuses them with her own lofty Ideals. No 
one can read this work without being benetltted 

and without being able to benefit her children.
The Hygienic Treatment of Consumption. 

By M. L. Holbrook, M. D. Price. S1.25. Public 
Opinion says: "We have not for years had 
the privilege of reading a book more thor
oughly helpful, truthful, scientific, and yet 
clear and simple In language, than this 
latest work of. this author. The directions 
which ho gives are easily followed; Ills 
analysis of causes leading to pulmonary 
troubles Is Intelligible to every layman; the I n- 
cldents that Illustrate his pointsand dlscnsslona 
are both Interesting and valuable. In short, It 
Is a book which not only every physician but 
every head of a family should possess.”

A Physician’s Sermon to Young Men. 
By Dr. W. Pratt Price, 25 cents. Prof. R. A 
Proctor, the well-known English astronomer, 
wrote of It: “Through false delicacy lads and 
youths are left to full Into trouble, and not 
a few have their prospects of a healthy, happy 
life absolutely ruined. The little book before 
us Is Intended to be put Into tho handsof young 
mon by fathers who nro unwilling or Incapable 
of discharging a father’s duty In this respect 
and as not one fathe r in ten is, we believe, read y 
to do what to right by his boys himself, It Is well 
that such n book as this should be available. If 
it Is road by all who should road It, Its sale wll 
be counted by hundreds of thousands. ’’ 

Send all orders to
, RELIGIO-PHILOSOPHIOAL JOURNAL 

88-94 La Salle Street, Chicago.
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I

and prose, “Rusin Urbe,” preserves the 
thoughts which city streets have often 
suggested to persons whose hearts are not 
with the town. Beyond these things 
there are literary and philosophical 
papers, poeins, and reviews. Houghton, I 
Mifflin & Co., Boston.—The season for 
September has new Autumn styles for I 
ladies' and children’s garments of every I 
kind, and suited to every occasion. The I 
toilettes shown on the large colored Plate I 
1,000 gives seven figures with the very I 
newest illustrated costumes for out-door I 
wear. Over one hundred costumes are I 
illustrated, all new and seasonable, with I 
descriptions and full diagrams, carefully I 
made, showing the difficult parts so plainly I 
as to muke the reproduction very easy to I 
accomplish. The art work is elaborate, I 
and many new styles of fancy work will I 
be found with careful descriptions ac- I 
companying each design. The Inter- I 

| national News Company, 83 and 85 I 
Duane St., New York, N. Y.—Prof. I 
James Sully, of University College, Lon- I 
don, heads the list of contributors to the I

I September Popular Science Monthly with I " 
| the second of his “Studies of Childhood,” I 
I dealing with “The Imaginative Side of I 
| Play. He shows by means of many in ci- I 
| dents how strong is the power of “making I 
| believe” that enters so largely into chil- I 
I dren's plays. An enterprise of enormous I 
' possibilities is described in an illustrated I 
article by Ernest A. Le Sueur under the I 
title “Commercial Power Development at I 
Niagara.” The preparations for harness- I 
ing the Falls to the dynamo are now well I 

I advanced. In “Ethical Relations be- I 
tween Man and Beast, ” Prof. E. P. Evans I 

' shows bow the doctrine of the earth and I 
all that is in it being made for man has I 
fostered cruelty to animals. In the Edi- I 
tor’s Tabls, “Social Disturbances and En- I 
dowment of Research” are discussed. New I

BOOK REVIEWS.
(All books notlwd under thia head are for sale at 

or can be ordered through the office of Tua Uw 
U0f O-PBILOBOFBlCa I. J O U HNX Ll.

Our JVaftans of Number and Space. By 
Herbert Nichols, Ph. D.. late Instructor 
in Psychology. Harvard University. As
sisted by William E. Parsons, A. B. Bos
ton, U. S. A.: Ginn «fc Company, Pub
lishers. 1804.

We have here an account of a series of 
experiments undertaken io test the truth 
of the thesis that “our brain habits, with 
the modes of thought and of judgment 
dependent thereon, are morphological re
sultants of definite past experiences, and 
those of our ancestors.” The investiga
tions show that our judgments of such I ' 
outer facts as number and distance vary I 1 
according to the tactual region through I 
which they are mediated, and further that 1 
“these variations in judgment bear dis
tinguishing ear-marks of the kinds of ex
perience out of which, and by reason of 

»which through life, they have slowly i 
l^wisen.” Dr. Nichol’s experiments were 

ade with pins set in a straight line and | 
J in triangles and squares; and with I 

..gtjre8, lineal and solid, and the results I 
are given under the heads of “Number,” I 
“Distance.” Number and Distance— I 
Judgments based on two dimensions. I 
Judgments of Figure, and the Mass, In- I 
tensity and Time Elements of Distance— I 
Judgments.

The pin experiments were made with I . 
not less than two nor more than five pins, 
the points of which were applied to differ
ent parts of the body, and they led to the 
discovery of certain laws, of which the 
more important are that the longer the 
distance between the pins the more accu
rate the judgment, and that the lower the 
numerical category the stronger the ten- I 
dency of the uncertain judgments to drift I v . r, A__ . , _ ---------------
toward overestimation. They led to the I *ork. D. Appleton & Company. Fifty 
important conclusion, moreover, that it is I ®ents a n4m^^r’ a Year- The leading 

the connective or associated function of 
any mental processes or habit that is of 
importance in the formation of accurate 
thoughts and judgments, rather than the 
nature of its content.” The author de
fines the elementary law of association as 
that “the resultant state at any moment I 
is the indissoluble product of the sum of 
all the tendencies active at that moment,” 
and he shows that this law holds good for 
the stimulation of each and every possible 
combination of nerve-ends. In the two

. dimensional experiments it was found 
that four pins in a square are judged bet
ter than three in an equilateral triangle of 
the same base, while the three pins of the 
triangle are judged better than three in a 
line, and the four pins of the square than 
four in a line. All these and other facts 
established by Dr. Nichol’s experiments 
are explainable, as he shows, by reference 
to the side laws above referred to, as are 
also our judgments as to figures, the tri
angle being judged actually the most cor
rectly, then the circle and lastly the 
square.

The most curious observations made 
were from the use of a single pin, the 
prick of which can be made, by certain 
introductory experiments with two 
needles, to appear double. This fact. 1 
which is agreeable to Weber’s law that 
two compass points are perceived double 
for the same region of skin, is explainable 1 
by the law of association combined with ' 
the expectibn arising from previous expe- 1 
rience. Other experiments show that the 
absolute fixity which appears to charac- j 
terize the ordinary spatial relations of our ' 
objective perceptions is wholly dependent 1 
upon a “certain definite fixity of time- j 
order or time-relation in our original ex- j 
periences.” Dr. Nichol’s conclusions are 
both curious and valuable, but we would 
point out that nature does not work with 
control-pins, and therefore those spatial 
relations may be regarded fixed for all 
practical purposes, and as based on an 
actual correspondence between our ideas 
and the realities of nature.

p I features in the August number of St. 
r I Nicholas are “The Admiral and the Mid- 
[ I shipmite,” a humorous story of boy na- 
' I ture by Mary Murdoch Mason; “Amen- 

I can Bicyclers at Mont St. Michel,” by Ed- 
| ward H. Elwell, Jr.; the serials by Miss 
| Molly Elliot Seawell and Howard Pyle, 
I both of them exciting stories of adventure;
“The Bears of North America,” by W. 
T. Hornaday, with particular reference to 
the fierce grizzly; and "A One-Sided Cor
respondence,” by Antoinette Golay, both 
bright stories for girls.—The frontispiece I 
of McClure’s Magazine for September is a 
portrait of Mrs. Robert Louis Stevenson, 
and the opening article is a no less charm
ing relation, by Mr. Stevenson, of how, 
soon after their marriage, he came to 
write “Treasure Island,” and of the un
usual conditions under which he executed 
the work. The eminent French chemist, 
Professor Berthelot, in an interview with 
Henry J. W. Dam, sets forth the grounds 
of his belief that a time is coming when 
milk, potatoes, beef, and all the staples of 
human food will be supplied from the I 
laboratories of the chemist, instead of 
from the fields of the farmer. In an ar
ticle illustrated with some very interest- I 
ing composite photographs taken by him
self, Dr. II. P. Bowditch of Harvard I 
Medical School discusses the question I 
whether composite photographs are typi- I 
cal pictures. Lilienlbal’s flying-machine, I 
on which all students of the problem of 
aerial navigation now have their attention I 
fixed, and his latest achievements with it, I 
are described, with numerous illustrations, I 
by a writer who himself witnessed the 
achievements, and has carefully studied 
the machine. There are also, in the num
ber, some good stories: one by Gilbert 
Parker, and interesting series of portraits 
of Sardou and Madame Janauschek. 
8. 8. McClure, Ltd., No. 30 Lafayette 
Place, New York.

MAGAZINES.
The Atlantic’s supply of fiction in Sep

tember is somewhat more than usually 
large. Besides Mrs. Deland’s “Philip and 
his Wife,” now within one month of con
clusion, there are three stories—“Tante 
Cpj/rinette, ” by Kate Chopin, the writer 
who is coming into deserved prominence 
through her pictures of Louisiana life; 
“For their Brethren’s Sake,” a powerful 
tale of a Derbyshire town, during the 
Great Plague, by Grace Howard Peirce; 
and Mrs. Catherwood’s “The Kidnapped 
Bride,” the last of a series of early French- 
American stories. One of Miss Edith M. 
Thomas's dplightful minglings of verse

SORES ON THE NECK.
I began taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla four 

years ago to cure sores on my neck and 
before 1 had used one bottle the sores had 
disappeared. I now take Hood's Sarsapa
rilla as a spring tonic and find it the best, 
J. II. Abbadusky, Fairview, Ill.

Ayer’s Hair Vigor tones up the weak 
hair-roots, stimulates the vessels and tis
sues which supply the hair with nutrition, 
strengthens the hair Itself, and adds the 
oil which keeps the shafts soft, lustrous, 
and silky. The most popular and valu
able toilet preparation in the world.

Hall’s Hair Renewer enjoys the con fl- 
deuce and patronage of people all over 
the civilized world, who use it to restore 
and keep the hair a natural color.

if
Let the men wash

they won’t get you Pearline. Le, .. I 

try it for themselves, and see if they j , 
say that washing with soap is too h 1 

i for any woman.
This hard work that Pearl: 

N saves isn’t the whole matter; itsa"' 
J money, too—money that's^ throw 

away in clothes needlessly worn ™
--------... —-------------- worn out 
and rubbed to pieces when you wash 

by main strength in the old „J1 

That appeals—where is the man wh»way.

Beware

i /-/ « wouldn’t want to have the washin»

made easier—when he can save money by it?
Peddlers and some unscrupulous grocers will tell v 
“this is as good as " or “the same as Pearline.” ]%

OLA FALSE—Pearline is never peddled; if your grocersend
vou an imitation, be honest—send it Lack. 455 JAMES PYLE, New yOr^

THE CELEBRATED OXFORD ORGANS ■ ORCHESTRAL TONE^RC*??
When you buy from as you pay the factory profit, and not agents’ dealers’ or <t** x e* 

middlemens’ enormous profits. This beautiful Oxford Columbia Organ for 
COMPASS:—Five Octaves, Il Necessary Stops, 2 of 3-Octave, 2 of 2-Octave Each’

- - ——— 11 tiCnceCADV cmne_ . All thntrnnbenutann4R0»wuu«....11 NECESSARY STOPS- All thatcanbeputonaenetroedtt^ 
without attaching bogus mom 

Diapason, Principal, Melodia, Dulcet, Cremona, Vox-Angell« JX.! 
Horn, Celeste, Treble Coupler, Bass Coupler, Grand Organ and'nuK 
Knee Swell and Left Knee Swell. Tho above 4 set reeds and 11 ¿¿ft* 
sary stops are placed at the disposal of tho performer and the 
Is characterized by greater power, variety and brill/ancvof tonewE? bined with the most exquisitivo puriig and sweetness. In addition 
tho music contained in an ordinary organ.
DESCRIPTION DF CASE-Constructed oftho best grade 01^« black walnut, handsomely flniihM 
hand-rubbed with oil, durable and strong, thoroughly 
kiln dried, and made on scientific principles, each component nut?kiln dried, and made on scientific principles, each component part bl' 
ing paneled to prevent warping or splitting, with ventewd 
elegantly curved and ornamented; center panel on top fitted with, 
large beveled French plate glass mirror, with veneer paneboneuh 
side; exquisite fret work, brocade silk velvet trimmings backofS 
fret work, large music cabinet, swinging front fall board.two 
stands, convenient handles for moving. It is entirely new in detlmi 
and is as illustrated in cut. The casostandson castors. 1
IHTERIOR COHSTRUCTIOH—
easily adjusted in caso of any disarrangement, working parts aroirt« 
from friction and will neither break nor wear. Nothing but the bett 
of material used, and you will never find in one of the Oxford organ« 
blotting paper instead of felt; cloth instead of leather; oilcloth In. 
stead of rubber; common board instead of three-ply stock.
THE TONE— which is the mo:.t important part or an instrument,fi full,sweet, round, sympathetic,and harmonious, with 
volume, variety and brilliancy, combined with great power.

^THF BELLOWS— a very important part of a good organ,aroofthe very best and strongest material, best quality 
of rubber cloth and best quality or felt, with perfect stop action. 
They have an immense capacity and furnished, with the automatic 
valve for preventing an oversupply of air. will never leak orwear out. 
THE WARRANT— By our warrant wo pledge ourselves In caseoar 

organ should provo defective in material or 
workmanship during a term of fifteen years to put the same in proper condition or refund money. 
rDrr__our Wholesale Catalogue of Organs, Baby Carriages, Sewing Machines and Bicv- 

cles, quoting cash and time prices. Write for Catalogue at once and state which to send, 
THE OXFORD NIFG. CO. I and reliable.| CHICAGO,

valve for preventing an over Btipply o 
THE WARRAHT—

Heaven Revised
A Narrative of Personal Experiences After 

the Change Called Death.

By Mbs. E. B. Duffby.

An exchange In reviewing thia work truly aaya: 
“Thia la a narrative of personal experiences after 
death, of a spirit that returns and gives it graphic
ally, through the medium. It Is jnst the thing for a 
neophyte to read, who desires to know something of 
the beyond, beii.gone of the moat common sense 
productions we have seen In Spiritual literature for 
many a day."

Another says’ "This Is an exposition of Spiritual 
philosophy, from the pen of one who is thoroughly 
mbued with the new light of Spiritual science, and 
here is nothing In the work that can offend the most 

fastidious critic of the orthodox school..............Alto
gether It la well worth careful reading by all candle 
minds.

Pamphlet, 101 pp. Price 25 cents

After Dogmatic Theology, What?
MATERIALISM, OR A SPIRITUAL PHILO8O* 

PHY AND NATURAL RELIGION.

BT GILES B. HTEHHINH.

“Physiology reduces man to a Jolly; Psychology 
lifts him to Immortality."

This Is a thoughtful, crisp, well condensed book, 
from the pen of an experienced thinker and writer, 
well-known In every field of reform, and an earnest, 
consistent Splrltunllst. From out his ampio store of 
experience and reading the author nptly draws Innu
merable Illustrations to fortify his argument. The 
book may be unqualifiedly commonded.

"It alms to state Materialism fairly, and to hold It 
as fragmentary and Inconsequent; to give a wide 
range of ancient and modern proof of the higher as
pects of the God idea In history. The closing chapter 
on Intuition, gives some remarkable facta/’—Dctr<A' 
hut and 'J'ribune.

12mo. cloth, 144 pages. Price 50 cents; postage, 
cents

Works of
Hudson Tuttle.

Studies in the Outlying Fields of Modem ’ 
Science.

Thia work essays to utilize and explain the vul 
array of facts In Its field of. research, which 
hitherto have had no apparent connection, by 
referring thorn to a common cause and iron 
them arise to the Jaw and conditions of man'i 
spiritual being. Pp. 252. Price, 11.00.

Religion of Man and Ethics of Soierce, a 
Belief In the divinity of man and his elemi] 
progress It the foundation of this book. I’p.ta, 
Price, S1.00.

Life in Two Spheres.
In this story the scones are laid on earth and In, 
the purpose of presenting the spiritual philoso
phy and the real life of spiritual beings. Pp. 
243. Price, 50 centa.

The Convent of the Sacred Heart,
25 cents.

From Soul to Soul.
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Thia volume contains 
the best poems of tho author, and some of tho 
most popular songs with the music by eminent 
composers. Beautifully bound. Pp.225. Price, 
11.00.

The Lyceum Guide.
For the Home, tho Lyceum, the Societies. A 
collection of Music and Songs, Golden Chela 
Recitations, Choral Responses, Memory Genu, 
Parliamentary Rules, Physical Cnlturo, Call«- 
thonlcs, Marching, etc., for organizing and con
ducting Lyceums. By Emma Rood Tuttle. 200 
pages, largo octavo, beautifully bound to mu* 
lln. Price.50 cents.

All books sent postage froo. 
FOR SALE AT THIO OFFICIO OF

----BY----

A Review and Criticism of Henry George a Pro 
gresa and Poverty, and Protection or Free Trade.

“It would bo hard to make a more effective reply jc 
Mr. George’s aaaertlon that tam and wage servitude 
la worse than chattel slavery -flan Is done by quoû 
ing from slave overseer journals brought north dur
ing the war, and from old udvertisementa  In Southern 
newspapers, showing what chattel slavery actually 
vas. —Afar Fork Infrune.

Price, doth, 60 cental paper, 26 cents.

Thia la the work for those careful thinkers who 
onnnot believe without evldenoe. and who with tt 
know what la the latest work which aolonoe hM W 
offer. Prloe, 11.60.

For sale, wholoaalo and retail, at The Rilioio 
BaaopnrawAL J qubmal Offloa.
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B. A. Cleveland, Davenport, Iowa, ’ 
is- ¡see by The Journal of Septem- 

1st that Edgar W. Emerson will visit : 
trolly on September 16th and will give 
^iuo tests in a hall on that date. I hope 
Jhit all persons who are not satisfied in 

to the return of the spirits of their 
Jparted friends will attend Mr. Emer- 

meetings, for I consider his desenp- 
.jon aud identification of the departed the 
juost perfect and correct of any platform 
«»I medium I have ever met. I have met 

' j[r. Emerson four different seasons at 
Mount Pleasant Park, Clinton, Iowa, and 

i benever fails to give the most convincing 
jests of spirit return, and to know him is 

f to love him.

OurfriendMr. B. B. Kingsbury, writes: , 
I Let me relate what occurred here with ; 
| Mr. Baxter: While it was possible that i 
I some of the tests given here were obtained 
Ibeforehand— he having never been here— 
| one, at least, I think was beyond the sus- 
i plcion of being gathered beforehand. A 
In lady in the audience, a Baptist lady, was 

singled out as one to whom the “Spirit” 
| described was about to go—per the me
dium—until Baxter was waived back by 

I the lady, she having been overcome by 
the description, which was very minute, 
and allusion to her who was and still is, I

(
presume, an obstinate skeptic in these 
matters. Another instance: Frank T. 
I Ripley was here, coming from St. Louis.

Band on giving tests in the evening—psy- 
I chomeiric tests, from articles placed on 
| the table—suddenly turned to a gentle- 
| man and described his mother, an aged 
Ilady, very accurately, with cause of death, 
I etc., and then used this remarkable state- 
r. meat: “You were combing your hair this 

afternoon and said you hoped you would 
I get something tangible in regard to a fu- 
I turelife;” (accurately given). The name 

Slough was then given after an effort un- 
I usual with him—for names did not then 
I readily come to him—only once in a while. I 
1 Of course mind-reading may come in to 
| explain this last circumstance, but that he 
I could have gotten any particulars of the 
I death of this old lady who had died in the 
| country is to me almost an impossibility. 
BOf course there is the “universal mind,” 
E-or universal "psychic will.” I think too 
I much attention is paid to “thought trans- 

ierence" as as a means of obtaining these 
evidences; the “universal mind or will” is

■ better.

MERIT IS ESSENTIAL.
E Consumers have a habit of determining

■ by experiment whether an article of food 
/is pure, wholesome, convenient and 
■economical. Borden’s Peerless Brand 
| Evaporated Cream possesses intrinsic
■ merit. Will stand every test.

TRIP AROUND THE WORLD.
Special Offer to Our Readers 

Make the Journey on the 
Installment Plan.

TO

[ It Is not everyone who can spare the 
I time and money to go abroad, and it is 
■ not everyone who, though they may be 
I entirely able to do so, cares to risk a trip 
1 across the ocean or to subject themselves 
| to the annoyances and inconveniences in- 
[ cident to foreign travel.

By a stroke of good fortune and enter- 
' prise, we are in a position to offer our 

readers a tour of the world while sitting 
io the comfort of their own homes; to 
fully enjoy all that the most determined 
sod indefatigable tourist can enjoy.

Vou all know Mr. John L. Stoddard’s 
wonderful genius for travel and descrip
tion, and you all know how unerring is 
hJs judgment in the selection of scenes to 
make interesting and instructive illustra
tions of the famous points of interest in 
out-of-the-way places in the world. Our 

of views have been taken per- 
this noted traveler; and the de
ars from his own pen. Why 

l abroad when you can have 
■h seeing presented to your j

view under the direction of this admirable 
guide in your own home. He will show 
you through England; he will point you 
out the tower, Westminster Abbey. Lon* 
don Bridge, the Queen, Albert Edward, 
Prince of Wales; he will show youthrough 
Bonny Scotland, and describe for you 
Ellen's Isle in Loch Katrine; he will the 
show you La Belie France and all 
wonders of Paris, that grand pleasure seat 
of the world; you can roam with him 
through sunny Italy and see the wonders I 
of Rome and the beauties of Venice; I 
Switzerland and the Alpine Heights will be I 
made familiar to your eyes; and you can I 
sail with him down the Rhine and hear I 
his stories of the grand old castles that line I 
its shores. I

We have been fortunate enough to se-1 
i cure these views and descriptive articles I 

from Mr. Stoddard himself, and have I 
made of them a series of art portfolios, I 
each of the series containing sixteen or I 

• more full-page views, 8x10 inches in size, 
i printed on heavy enameled paper and sub-I 

stantially bound. The series complete 
will make a picture gallery of inestimable 
value and interest, and contain articles 
descriptive of the scenes in the language 
and style that has made Mr. Stoddard 
famous the world over.

To each of our readers who will send 50 
cents to this office, together with a coupon 
promising to pay the remaining 31.50 in 
three monthly installments of 50 cents 
each, we will mail sixteen of these mag
nificent art portfolios, 256 views in all. 
For this trifling outlay you can have a 
delightful tour through France, England, 
Ireland, Norway, Sweden, Germany, 
Palestine, Switzerland, Austria, Italy, 
Brazil, Mexico and the United States.

Remember we trust you for 31.50. 
Send along your 50 cents and get the full 
set at once. See our announcement else
where.

MRS. F. YOUSTE, 
of Carimona, Minn., was cured of rheu-1 
matism of ten years’ standing by a few I 
bottles of Dr. Peter’s Blood Vitalizer. 
This wonderful medicine cannot be had 1 
at drug stores. It is only sold by local re
tail Vital izer agents. Address Dr. P. 
Fahrney, 112-114 8. Hoyne Ave., Chi
cago, Ill.

Miss Judson’s Books.
“Why She Became a Spiritualist," 264 pages. 

One copy. 81.00; six, $5.00.
“From Night to Morn; or, An Appeal to 

the Baptist Church," 32 pages. One copy, 15 
cents! ten, 81.00.

“The Bridge Between Two World’s," 209 
pages. One copy, 75 cents; six. $4.00.

Apply permanently to Abby A. Judson,J ln- 
cinnatl, Ohio, by P. O. Order. Express Order.

The Chicago Literary 
Bureau.

The Chicago Literary Bureau 18 established for 
the following purposes:

1. The reading and criticising of literary work of 
all kinds, both prose and verse, and Its careful re
vision, so that manuscripts may be the better fitted 
for submission to publishers, or for printing pri
vately.

Many manuscripts are declined merely owing to 
defective arrangement or want of careful editing.

2. The advising as to literary work and study, and 
as to the preparation and publication of manu
scripts.

3. The furnishing of literary matter and the 
searching for and compilation of facts relating to 
particular subjects.

[Books necessary for the treatment of special sub
jects will be recommended, and, If desired, they will 
be obtained.]

4. The correction of proof sheets and revises, and 
the typewriting of manuscripts.

5. The making and revising of translations Into 
English from German, French, and other European 
languages.

6. The preparation of indexes to scientific works, 
periodicals and other literary publications.

Terms will depend on the services rendered, and 
on receipt of manuscript or Instructions an estimate 
f fees will bo furnished. Postage should be sent 

for return of manuscripts (which should not be 
rolled).

The receipt of manuscripts will bo prompt? ac
knowledged, and nil communications regarded s 
strictly confidential. Address

THE CHICAGO LITERARY BUREAU,

92-94 La Salle Street, Room 58,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Evolution Factors in 
American Civilization, 

8TUUIKS IN APPLIED SOCIOLOGY.

Lectores and discussions before the Brooklyn 
Ethical Association. Price, >3.00.

WW REMAIN AT HOME?

E§r On tlxe IxLstnllment Fletxi. ! !

pher and Friend.

Name

City

IState

No "sample copies. Everyone knows the famous "Stoddard Series.

The Salem Seer

Part IX. Vol. III. 
" XVIII. •* VII.
“ XIX. “ VII.
" XX. " VII.
" XXI. " vin.

■>' XXII. " vin.
" xxni. " vin.

XXIV. IX.

Contains an account o the life and wonderful 
powers of this famous medium, who was an Intimate 
friend of Bulwer and gave that novelist the mysti
cal eloments of his “Strange Story." This cam 
readily be believed after examining the reports of 
his experiences with Investigators which read like 
fiction but are vouched for as facts.

For sale at the office of The Religio-Philo 
SOPHICAL JOURNAL. Cloth, $1.00.

THE

Proceedings of the Society to' 
Psychical Research 

which have hithorto boon obtained only by mem
bers and associates aan bo procured at the office 
of The Religio-Philosophical journal as fol- 
ows, a few copies having been placed In our hands 

for sale.

Mr Tnil 11 T. Qi nA fl aril "The Priuce of Travelers and Lee- 
111.1 • mv 1111 U* k5VVvlvlill hirers,” will be your Guide, Philoso-

This paper believes implicitly in the honesty of its readers. We have 
rarely had occasion to think otherwise, and having this implicit confidence, we 
propose to make them an unusual offer.

To everyone who will send us 50 cents, and fill out the coupon which fol
lows, agreeing to pay 50 cents a month for three months, we will send them, 
postpaid, at once, the full series of 16 parts of the famous “Stoddard Portfolio 
of Photographs,”—256 beautiful views—including all the famous scenes, cities 
and paintings of the world, with descriptions by Mr. John L. Stoddard.

Remember, WE TRUST YOU. Here is our proposition:

RELIGIO-PEILOSOPHICAL JOURNAL:
Enclosed please find 50 cents, for which please send a full set of 

16 parts of John L. Stoddard's ‘ 'Portfolio of Photographs, or A Trip 
Around the World J' I promise to pay remaining $1.50 in monthly 
installments of 50 cents each.
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severely the theological system

In such a work a mind like Com-

Resolved, Thai the unanimous thanks 
of the people at Lake Pleasant here as
sembled, are cordially given to President 
A. II. Dailey, for his devotion to the in
terests of the New England Spiritualists' 
Campmeeting Association, for his un
flagging and gratuitous labors in its be
half, resulting in a prosperous financial 
condition of its treasury, and inspiring its 
members with renewed hope and courage 
to work for the future success of Lake 
Pleasant.

May the coming year bring health to 
our president, and the campmeeting of I 
1895 increase the hearty endorsement of I 
the policy of our efficient board of direc- I 
tors.

views here enunciated by Mr. Turner, but 
how far it would be possible under the 
conditions of modern life, which we must 
remember have been reached by a process 
of social evolution, to render practical the 
idea of the kingdom of Heaven preached 
by Jesus is questionable. This kingdom 
was, of course, spiritual, as required by 
the declaration “the kingdom of God is 
within you,” and as every one truly be
longing to it would be spiritually minded 
each would be a law unto himself, and 
there would be no occasion for any other 
law. It is undoubtedly true, as the author 
reminds us, that now as ever “he that 
ruleth his own spirit is greater than he 
that taketlra city,” but the idea of the 
importance of the present-life and of its

We have received a volume entitled I material interests has become so over
Marguerite Hunter, which purports to be I powering as apparently to make impracti- 
a narrative “descriptive of life in the ma- I cable such a scheme as he propounds, 
terial and spiritual spheres.” The work I Nevertheless if and when “churcbdom” 
is unique in its conception and plan, if not-I shall lose its social and political influence, 
in its purpose. Marguerite Hunter, the I the old “Christ-word,” which develops the 
spirit friend of Mr. C. H. Horine, is sup- I idea of the “Fatherhood of God and the 
posed to be the originater of the work and I Brotherdood of Man,” may regain its 
the inspirer of the various parties who have I power, and the kingdom of heaven at-last 
had a hand in arranging its details. I be established on earth. The author’s 
Among these helpers were Mr. Horine, I ideas are clearly and forcibly expressed 
who was present and held the slates on I and they certainly deserve serious consid- 
which the various chapters were obtained I eration.
through a Chicago medium, during a I
series of séances, a Unitarian minister I Mrs. Mattie McCaslin and Ly de L. Bow- 
who acted as the medium for the inspira- I man write from Lake Brady, August 28, 
tional verses scattered through the dif- I 1894: Lake Brady camp is nearing the 
ferent chapters, and an artist who claimed I close of its third prosperous season. It 

to obtain from spiritual sources the pic
tures illustrative of the narrative of Mar
guerite Hunter’s earthly and spiritual ex
periences as here recorded. For the truth
fulness of the earthly part of these ex
periences, Mr. Horine, who was an early 
friend of the character portrayed, vouches 
and he declares the pictures true to life. The 
spiritual experiences of the heroine are in 
harmony with the teachings of Spiritual
ism, and on like lines with other stories of 
life in other spheres, but yet there is noth
ing in the work strikingly original, new 
vivid, or on the whole worth while putting 
into operation so extensive an area of 
mediumistic powers. To those engaged I 

in obtaining the material for the book it 
must doubtless have been deeply inter
esting to note the differing, yet co-related 
steps of the process. The literary style of 
the work is good and the story is told in a 
simply direct, interesting way. The il
lustrative pictures are unique and artistic. 
Some of the poetry is not without merit, 
.especially the concluding “Apotheosis.” 
The book is handsomely 
and fac-similes 
of the 
lion" are 
evidential 
mediately 
(C. H. Horine, Chicago publisher.)

I would be hard to conceive of a spot where 
I Nature has done more to prepare the way 
I for just such an enterprise. One might 

almost imagine that ages ago old Mother 
Nature put on her specs, looked over her 
domain and declared briskly, “I will now 
fix a spare room for my children, the 
Spiritualists, to occupy by-and-by.

1 Here is water, L will make a handsome 
lake in which they may wash their physi
cal sins. It shall not be too big nor too*,j 
little;. I will rub its face as bright as a sil
ver mirror, framed in mosses, green grass 
and foliage. The hills may have it all 
their own way upon one side, but the 
other must be broad enough for buildings, 
cottages, tents, with plenty of room left 
for playground. Then I will dig a hol
low over in the woods, which they can fill 
with seats for their meetings. I will

gotten up, 
of the slate writing 

of the “Dedi ca
lf this work has any 

it is only for those im- 
in the narrative.

whole 
given, 
value 
interested

We referred last week to “The New 
American Charch. For all our United 
States, Schools, Churches and Homes.” 
By J. B. Turner. The aim of this little 
work taken from the authors note book is 
to enforce the necessity of forming a new 
church, an American Church, which 
shall take its principles from the teachings 
of Jesus, as recorded more particularly in 
what is known as the Sermon on the 
Mount. This Christ-word. as the author 
fitly terms it, is the proclamation of a 
kingdom of the heavens, founded on the 
fact of God being a spirit and the Father 
of all spirits. An American church and 
creed based wholly on the simple Christ- 
word would neither outrage the common 
sense of mankind, nor be a perpetual 
menace to our Republican institutions, 
which according to the author cannot be 
said of the churches and creeds of what he 
terms churcbdom,

There is undoubtedly much truth in the

sow plenty of trees around it
can perch to lead their singing.* 1 * * *’ W?'"5* | 
or not the dear old dame soliloquy 
this fashion, she carried out her pl 1 
the letter, and Lake Brady Camp ’¡¿J 

out a peer in natural beauties. Noth 1 
art failed to further adorn this «1, I 
spot with all that goes to make up a’?l 
lightful summer resort. There are thin I 
two cottages on the grounds together with I 
innumerable tents, in making a tour t« 
which, we note the following n»m4j 
Sleepy Hollow, Hillside Camp, ■ 
By Baby, The Two Little Girls in Blue I 
Camp Innocence, Camp Misery, Popnlfal 
Camp. Higgledy-Piggledy, Anonym«^ I 
Willipus-Wollipus, Bull-Eye, The Co*>| 
solidated Four, Camp Uno, Camp-bDou'i,] 
Know, Any Time and Spook Camp, a^l 
many more of which these are only «n 1 
pies. Stock has gone off rapidly nobriib-1 
standing the hard times, and many nn I 
cottages are being built. The tpeakegl 
following each other thus far are those I 
who stand high from the Spiritualist 1» I 
trnm. They have represented a variety | 
of themes, all more or less imbued 
spiritualistic thought. On the broad plap l 
form of Spiritualism some seem to stand 1 
upon the opposite edges of it in order to 1 
get far enough apart. The mediomsof 
the camp with few exceptions are those | 
who have made a reputation, and stand at j 
the head of their profession. Col, Ben>] 
min F. Lee, with unostentatious devotion j 
to the work as President, has been the | 
keynote of the success of the camp, Wil« 1 
Ham J. Stoffel, as Manager, has ably as
sisted him. Hon. O. P. Kellogg, as Chair, 
man, with his genial smile and ever-readfl 
wit, has cheered the onward march of 
thought, while Mesdames Eicy and Arch« 
have held the center from which radiated 
soul stiiring music of each meeting. The 
conferences have been especially interas- 
ing. Many a brilliant, though brief, ora
tion there has escaped the lips of laymaa 
that would well have graced the rostrum. 
During the season many well-known clubs 
and societies have visited the camp, the 
latest of which was the Cleveland City 
Guards, who came with al! their camp 
equipments for a ten-day sojourn, con
ducting themselves in true military style, 
with guards, pickets and all the regain 
discipline of camp life.

Mrs. Underwood’s “Automatic Com
munications” will be continued in The* 
Journal next week.

Mrs. Matilda Joslyn Gage writes us that 
Anthony Comstock “has forbidden the 
placing of her work. ‘Woman, Church 
and State,* in school libraries.” It is 
strange that this man, who is illiterate, 
without taste or discrimination, and 
whose mind appears to be morbid in re
gard to certain matters, should be allowed 
to act as censor of literature and art. He 
can appreciate neither. Mrs. Gage’s book, 
published by Charles H. Kerr & Co., was 
reviewed at some length in The Journal 
when it appeared. It contains valuable 
historical information in regard to wom
an’s condition in different ages and criti
cises
which has opposed woman's advance
ment.
stock’s may see obscenity, but it is more 
subjective than objective. Of course so 
far as he is occupied with the work of 
suppressing indecent prints or pictures he 
is to be commended; but there is no ex
cuse for his annoying authors and artists 
because their works deal with matters in 
which prurient persons can always find 
something that is indecent.

1 H. A. Budihgton writes of the Lake
Pleasant Campmeeting Mass., as follows:
Bright prospects are before this old and
prosperous camp, The summer meeting
has been an unexpected success. Fine 
music, great addresses, splendid medium
ship, all have combined to make many 
red letter days at the Lake. Col. Inger- 
soll drew 6,000 people to hear him. Next 

year he will come again. A system of 
public water works with free hydrants is 
to be introduced. A new auditorium hall 
will be built. The boom is in the air and 

everybody feels it; 1895 will witness great 
improvements, and all look forward to a 
big meeting and great interest in the 
cause. President Dailey and his excel
lent board of directors were overwhelm
ingly endorsed by a sweeping vote for re
election The following resolution was 
passed unanimously at a great reception 
given President Dailey at the close of the

Dr. Price’s
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